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Abstract

The interactions of nanomaterial surfaces with biological compounds, e.g. proteins,
DNA, etc., unites the biological regime and nanomaterial world. Hybrid systems
of boron-nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) and biological compounds are well-suited for a
broad range of applications. First-principles methods are used to characterize the
interface of these hybrid systems. Previous work has shown that the sensing capabilities of pristine BNNT are limited by long-ranged interactions. In this study the
surfaces of pristine and functionalized BNNTs are investigated. The surfaces of the
functionalized BNNTs give new properties to the tubes, which may enhance their
sensing capabilities, while retaining their stability and chemical inertness. These simulations provide a fundamental understanding of these interaction. During the course
of the investigation, two related projects were pursued.

The first tangent characterized a new material that was found during the investigation
of defects of BNNTs. The material is a B-N monolayer material (BN2 ) consisting
of a network of extended hexagons. The distinguishable nature of the 2-D material
is the presence of bonded N atoms (N-N) in the lattice. Analysis of the phonon
dispersion curves suggests this phase of BN2 to be stable. The calculated elastic
properties exhibit anisotropic mechanical properties that surpass graphene in the
armchair direction.

xxxiii

The second project investigated the effects of boron nitride substrates on the properties of gold clusters. Experimentalists have deposited gold quantum dots onto
boron-nitride nanotubes and were interested in a theoretical explanation for the different 2D and 3D structures. For the calculations 2D and 3D, Au6 , Au10 , Au12 , Au14
and Au16 clusters were selected. Their properties were analyzed in a free-standing
configuration and on a substrate of h-BN.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Overview

Nanomaterials have been the subject of research since the 1960s however, since the
discovery and synthesis of C60 [184] the field has come center stage. Researchers are
predicting new materials, discovering new methods of synthesis and finding novel
applications on a daily basis. A prime example of the rapid rate of research and
publication in the nanomaterials realm is graphene. In 2013 it was shown that there
were about 9000 articles published[271] since the original experimental announcement
in 2004[243]. With this speed of innovation, studies investigating the risks of these
new materials to our health and environment are falling behind. [125, 279, 366]
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1.2

Nanomaterials

A nanomaterials is any material with at least one dimension whose size is in the submicron range. At this scale macroscopic laws breakdown and quantum effects dominate. This allows for unique phenomena to be utilized, however, there are additional
challenges. Each method of growth, top-down or bottom-up, possesses obstacles. Researchers are trying to achieve consistent growth conditions and mass production.[42]
These materials will impact many aspects of society; including the computing[90],
construction[190], health care[64], food and agriculture[149] industry.

The use of nanomaterials is not new, but the use of nanotechnology is. The difference
being that nanotechnology is the explicit manipulation of atoms to create nanomaterials. Throughout history nanomaterials have been used, but their practitioners did
not have the tools needed to understand or manipulate the structures and molecules
at the individual atom or molecular level. To date, researchers have discovered their
use in weapons and decorative objects.[167, 281]

In the modern era, nanotechnology started in the 1960s[129] with research being
conducted on clusters and nanoparticles. Since then, the field has grown from a
niche field in physics to a subject that spans biology, chemistry, engineering, material
science, medicine, and physics. [42, 282] The popularization can be attributed to
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three ground-breaking discoveries, all of which resulted in new carbon based nanomaterials. The materials are the buckminsterfullerene[240], carbon nanotubes[145]
and graphene[243]. Carbon nanomaterials are the most studied materials and they
catalyzed the next generations variants. Some of the novel materials share similar
topologies[154] with different constituent atoms, while others have drastically different atoms, shapes, sizes and properties [217].

The discoveries started with zero-dimensional materials, followed by one-dimensional
and then rounded out with two-dimensional materials. The dimensionality of nanomaterials describes not the atoms, but the directions in which electron can travel.
Fullerenes, clusters or nanoparticles are molecular, which leads to the localization of
electrons within the structure, when the materials are in an isolated environment.
Another way to picture this is by looking at the number of directions that the material can be modeled with an infinite amount of images or periodic boundaries. A
three dimensional material would not be considered a nanomaterial but would be a
”traditional” bulk materials and would not have any dimension in the sub-micron
range.
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1.2.1

0-D Materials

The initial investigations of clusters were done in the 1960s. The clusters existed in
a gas phase and they were only composed of a handful of atoms(≈ 12).[129] It was
assumed that the properties of the clusters, if they contained only a few more atoms,
would reach the bulk material limits.[129] However, in 1984 two groups discovered that
larger clusters (≈ 100) still had properties that deviated from their bulk counterparts.
These structures had ordered electronic structures, now called superatoms, that could
be predicted and extrapolated to clusters containing thousands of atoms. [78, 79, 172]
This lead scientists to believe that the possibilities of cluster were much larger than
previously expected.

The best known 0-D material is the buckminsterfullerene (C60 ). It is the first material
of the ”big” three and it was discovered in 1985.[184] This project lead to the Nobel
Prize being awarded to the lead researchers of the project in 1996 [240] and lead to a
research frenzy into fullerenes.[3]

Other notable 0-D structures are; clusters, nanoparticles and quantum dots. At times
these names are used interchangeably, which can lead to some confusion. The difference between clusters and nanoparticles is that nanoparticles are metallic leading
to plasmonic properties while clusters are semiconducting. Clusters and quantum
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dots (large clusters), due to the limited amount of atoms and/or their chemical structures (quantum confinement), the electronic states are discretized leading to semiconducting behaviors. [323] This leads to unique optical and electronic properties,
such as fluorescence and phosphorescence.[370] Clusters (nanoclusters or quantum
clusters) tend be in the range of tens of atoms and under 2 nm. Researchers wish
to utilize their physical and chemical properties. However, to utilize them, precise
control over the number of atom must be obtained. [43, 156, 368] Some examples
clusters that have been studied to date include: gold [129, 155, 252, 299, 323, 376],
silver[49, 69], copper[106, 152, 351], platinum[308, 329, 333], palladium[81, 144], Their
alloys[163, 199, 228] and many others [250].

In the recent decades more 0-D materials have been discovered, predicted and synthesized. [157] More names are invented to describe the topologies, some of these
include quantum dots, nanospheres, nanorods, nanofibers, and nanocups.[167] With
the search for novel structures, more complex stoichiometries and varying growth
conditions have been used to explore the limitless configuration space.[342]

1.2.2

1-D Materials

The structures in one dimensional are typically called nanotubes, nanowires[140] or
nanoribbons[76], with nanotubes being the traditional and most researched. The
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first published discovery of nanotubes was in 1952. Radushkevich and Lukyanovich
published images of 50 nm diameter tubes made of carbon in the Soviet Journal of
Physical Chemistry.[275] Due to the nature of the political climate during the Cold
War and the language barrier, the publication went unnoticed in the West.[229] There
have been a few other papers that were published on carbon nanotubes that flew under
the scientific radar.[2, 32, 135, 245] In 1991, the paper that started the nanotube craze
was published. [145] Iijima, typically is incorrectly given credit for the discovery of
carbon nanotubes[229], they used similar techniques that were previously established
in the discovery of the C60 fullerene.

A few years later, researchers took this knowledge and predicted a boron and nitrogen
analogue to carbon nanotubes. [289] Soon after in 1995, the synthesis of boron nitride
nanotubes occurred. [50] Since their discovery many other tubes have been discovered
and investigated.[325] Some examples of synthesized nanotubes are boron-carbonnitrogen nanotubes[375], gallium nitrite [103], silicon [56], tungsten disulfide [324]
and boron [208, 274].

Nanoribbons, in theory, are analogues to 2-D materials, they are in principal ”cut”
into ribbons from a periodic 2-D sheet of the material, resulting in a 1-D material.
The edge atoms of the ribbons undergo reconstruction with either other edge atoms
or they are passivated by external atoms, such as hydrogen fluorine.[150, 280] There
has been a keen interest into graphene nanoribbons, due to the edge effects, there is
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a finite gap introduced into the material.[211]

1.2.3

2-D Materials

Early investigations into 2-D materials indicated that they were unstable. The instability was suggested to be caused by thermal lattice fluctuations that would occur
at any finite temperature. [257]. However, it was known that there were 3-D layered structures that existed, such as graphite, that are only bonded through van der
Waals interactions. If one of these layers could be isolated it could be the first 2-D
material. There were theoretical investigations into a single layers of graphite dating
back to 1984[74], it would take another 30 years to be seen inside the laboratory. In
2004, researchers isolated one layer of graphite (graphene) with simple scotch-tape
exfoliation. [243] The simplicity of this method and ground-breaking properties of
graphene spurred a massive search for other 2-D nanomaterials.

The leading researchers of the project were awarded the Nobel Prize for their work in
2010. [238] The template for future 2-D materials was established with their work on
graphite. Exfoliation methods become more sophisticated and more layered materials
started to be isolated.[54, 236]

The time it takes from initial theoretical discovery to synthesis/isolation is shrinking
with the latest materials. Hexagonal boron-nitride is a structure similar to graphene.
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The structure looks identical, but it is composed of boron and nitrogen pairs instead of
carbon. It was predicted in 2006 [359] and then synthesized a few years later [104, 154].
More detail of boron-nitride is given in Chapter 3. For Borophene, is was predicted in
2014 [267] and then synthesized a year later[217]. Other materials that continue this
phenomena are silicene[89, 338], phosphorene[203] and germanene[62].[354] Recent
investigations are looking into transition metal oxides and transition metal dichalcogenides, which have type of dual layered structure.[227] They have atoms within each
layer are held together by covalent bonds, while van der Waals (vdW) interactions
hold the layers together in their bulk phase.

There are also more exotic morphologies that have been prosed from the same atoms
that make up the more traditional structures. Some examples for graphene and boron
nitride are α-Graphyne/BNyne [248], 6-6-12 Graphyne hetero-structures [214], and
Graphdiyne [204]. These materials, theoretically, may also form pentagonal structures, penta-graphene [384], penta-BN and penta-BN2 [200]. Many of these structure
are meta-stable and have not been experimentally investigated or seen, most will
probably will not be seen. Materials are now are being designed and tailored through
theoretical means to maximize certain properties, all before even being seen the the
laboratory. An example of this is the recently proposed material Graphamid[296], it
was designed to utilize the strength of graphene, but avoid its brittleness.

The possibilities with 2-D materials are limitless. In the past decade numerous new
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materials have been predicted and researched. Some examples are NiTe2 and VSe2,
which are semi-metals, WS2 , WSe2 , MoS2 , MoSe2 , MoTe2 , TaS2 , RhTe2 and PdTe2
which are semiconductors and h-BN, and HfS2 which are insulators. There are even
some 2-D materials, NbS2 , NbSe2 , NbTe2 and TaSe2 , which are superconductors.
[227] This is only a small sample of the published materials.

1.3

Predictive Power

There has been a funding push by the US government, that was initiated in 2011,
under the administration of President Obama.[107] This project is a multi-agency initiative designed to accelerate the discovery, manufacture and application of advanced
materials. The project has invested over $250 million dollars into R&D, which has
spurred many aspects of materials design, one of which is the prediction of materials.
[107]

A powerful tool that has enabled this initiative is the growth of computation power.
A fundamental component to material prediction is electronic structure theory. It is
the foundation of this dissertation and it has lead to a large fraction of publications
in materials research. [128] Many other materials methods (molecular dynamics,
coarse-grain methods...etc) have grown alongside electronic structure theory. The
theoretical foundation was discovered back in the 1920’s with the work of Paul Dirac
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and Erwin Schrödinger. They were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1933 ”for the discovery
of new productive forms of atomic theory”.[239] Schrödinger greatest work was on
the, now named, non-relativistic Schrödinger Equation.[301] Dirac has a similar, but
relativistic equation, also named after the discoverer, the Dirac Equation. [70] Both
of these equations are wave-equations that, within the correct framework, accurately
describe tiny particles (electrons). More discussion is given in the next chapter, is
dedicated to the theory.

Already in the 1930’s during the theory’s establishment, Dirac and others understood
that the theoretical framework was ”done”.[70]

The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of
a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely
known, and the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws
leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble. It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical methods of applying quantum
mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an explanation of the
main features of complex atomic systems without too much computation.

The topic of computation will only be covered briefly, it is vital aspect to the field
and necessary to conduct these studies, but in this dissertation only the scientific
conclusions of the work will be discussed. To gain the insights from the established
10

theory, numerics and computation is needed to solve the many body problem. Two
decorated individuals who took up the numerical challenge were Walter Kohn and
John Pople. They were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1998 ”for his development of
the density-functional theory” and ”for his development of computational methods in
quantum chemistry”.[241] Over the last 80 years, due to their work and many others,
the theories grew into powerful tools that are now used daily in physics, biology,
chemistry, material science, and mechanical engineering. The methods and theories
will be outlined in the next chapter, Chapter 2.

In the current paradigm, nation’s governments are pushing for supercomputers to
break the exascale barrier. [27] Supercomputers with exascale capabilities will enable
more involved and complex simulations with more resolution. Researchers are already
working on developing the next generation of density functional theory codes for
the future computing environment. [344] This dissertation does not delve into the
specifics of supercomputers and the tools necessary to utilize them, but they are worth
mentioning due to their necessity.

To tackle the large conformational spaces generated by materials and nanomaterials,
researchers have designed novel computational methods. These methods look to effectively and efficiently utilize computation power using different searching strategies
to predict novel materials. They typically use density functional theory in the backend as the driver to calculation the energetics, which are then used to determine the
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absolute and relative stability of the material. Programs like Calypso [345] and General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) [94] use particle swarm methods optimization
to find local minimum structures. Using these methods can reduce the manpower
and computation power needed to find the next ground breaking materials.

For material discovery, high-throughput calculations [60, 304] can also be used. Researchers can generate a large batches of structures by following rules and they can
calculate all the structure permutations. After the calculations are complete, metrics
can be generated that can grade the results. These metrics can be written by researchers themselves or generated by machine learning algorithms. Some groups have
taken to machine learning algorithms to reduce the amount of electronic structure
calculations necessary.[268] They can utilize data bases and use learning algorithms
to construct rules that can extrapolate these to new materials with minimal computation. By creating and using these tools, researchers are fulfilling a part of the
the goal of the Materials Genome Initiative ”to discover, manufacture, and deploy
advanced materials twice as fast, at a fraction of the cost.”[107] With the progress
made in computation power in the recent decades, materials prediction and analysis
has become a standard research tool for researchers of all fields.[233]
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1.4

Applications

One of the original documented ideas of the impact and possibilities of working at the
nanoscale was in 1959. The concept was introduced in a talk to the American Physical
Society by Richard Feynman titled ”There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”. [88] The
lecture predicted two majors areas of research that are present in the nanotechnology
field today. The first topic was the miniaturization of computers and the the second
was the use of nanomaterials in the medical field. While there are numerous other
fields that have and will be impacted by nanotechnologies, only a few applications
pertaining to biology will be covered.

The idea of scaling materials down opens a new realm of possibilities. In his presentation Feynman mentions that biology operates at the nanoscale level. Biology has
also been able to store complex human information (DNA) in a condensed framework
contained in bits made up of only tens of atoms (nucleotides). Giving each cell the
ability to store all the genetic information needed to reproduce its much more complex
host.[88] Life shows researchers that nanotechnology is possible, however, humans are
still trying to understand and effectively integrate the technologies with society. Some
of the applications of nanomaterials are for imaging[137, 201], biosensing[46, 246, 380],
drug delivery[254, 273, 290, 352], cancer therapy[196, 295], tissue engineering[77] and
storing data in DNA[52]. When it comes to these applications, it is important to
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determine how these nanomaterials interact with their human hosts.

1.4.1

Toxicity

For biological applications an important property must be determined, whether the
material is toxic or not. With the growing number of nanomaterials, humanity will
have contact with them whether it be through direct or indirect means. Materials that
have deemed toxic can still find ways to come into contact with humans, this can occur, for instance, through improper disposable. There have already been documented
events, where nanomaterials have caused adverse effects on human health.[209, 361]

For in vitro applications, researchers need to have a thorough understanding of most
of the interactions before continuing to human trials. It needs to be understand if
the material can cause cell death, cytotoxicity, or lead to other undesired effects. The
concentration, the size, the potential chemistries, physical interactions and exposure
time of the materials needs to be considered. A material’s toxicity can change depending on the exposure times, materials can degrade if it is in the system for an
extended period of time. All of these properties have the potential to change with
varying temperature and pH.[198] To answer the question of toxicity, a large and
complex parameter space must first be explored.

Studies over the years have started to tackle this challenge. [6, 158, 315] Currently, in
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vivo or in vitro experiments must be conducted to gain a understanding of this property. This will remain an expensive and time consuming process until the theoretical
community has the computational power and predictive models. While the proof is
in the experiment, theory can guide experimentalists and reduce these costs. Some
of the work in this dissertation attempts to continue chipping away at the theoretical
problem. While there are hundreds of articles with specific studies on nanomaterial
toxicity[5, 6, 68, 158, 223], a brief overview will be given to demonstrate the efforts
of researchers to a complex problem.

1.4.1.1

Experimental Research

Experimentalists have the benefit of having ”preconstructed” (real) cells to work with.
However, they must approach the problem from a top down approach, while theorists
may start from a bottom up approach. Experimental methods have been developed
to test for cytotoxicity[198], but it is still a difficult property for theory to determine.
Theory currently can only look at small fractions of the potential interactions and it
must do so one interaction at a time.

Many 0-D and 1-D nanostructures suffer from surface oxidation and surface reconstruction, which can alter their physical behavior.[325] Quantum dots challenged researchers for biological studies due to the cytotoxicity of some of their
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components.[201] For example, in cadmium-based quantum dots it had been discovered that cadmium can leak from the particle and lead to toxicity.[45] This hampers
efforts and requires researchers to discover novel methods to generate dots that can
work around such issues. Most functions of 0-D and 1-D nanomaterials are due to
their core structure, however their surface coating defines much of their bioactivity. A ”simple” solution was to generate cadmium free quantum dots, researchers
developed silicon and carbon based quantum dots.[201, 317] In a similar method, silicon quantum dots were functionalized using carboxylic acids[205, 297], amines[347],
allylamine[328] and other groups[82]. These groups stabilize the materials and they
are considered biologically favorable.

For carbon nanotubes and graphene, there have been numerous studies that have
shown the materials to be cytotoxic.[116, 126, 141, 372, 374]. These materials can
still be used for biological applications, but the scope is limited.

However, for

boron-nitride, experiments show contrasting results in terms of the toxicity effects
of BNNTs.[67, 86, 87, 373] Boron-nitride is still relatively new and the research on
the topic is still limited, when compared to graphene and carbon nanotubes.

To address the complex space that is needed to investigate toxicity, researchers have
proposed new methods to generate and approach data sets. Scientists have started to
automate the researcher process by investigating toxicity by creating high throughput
experiments.[235] Using their data and data of groups investigated toxicity in rodents,
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they construct machine learning algorithms in an attempt to find patterns and predict
toxicity of materials not yet test.[98]

1.4.1.2

Theoretical Investigations

There have been numerous studies investigating the interactions between biological
molecules with carbon-based materials. [108, 109, 192, 341, 392] Similar studies have
been done with boron-nitride materials. [7, 83, 231, 232, 283, 311] All these studies
limited their scope to pristine materials, whose interactions are all long-ranged vdW
interactions and π − π stacking for aromatic molecules. Other materials of interest
include noble metal clusters [1, 40, 121, 148, 221, 228, 369], other nanotubes and
monolayers[83, 232, 285, 291, 292, 349, 349], 2-D layered transition-metal dichalcogenides, transition metal oxides, and others[186].

In most cases either the inherent defects of the materials can be used or the surface can be modified to enable stronger interactions to occur.[65] These modifications
range from binding more sensitive molecules on the surface through π − π stacking
[189] or through permanent chemical bonds[293, 294]. The covalent modifications
will alter the structural and electronic properties of the nanomaterials, while the
non-covalent maintain the intrinsic properties of the materials. Carbon based nanomaterials have been heavily investigated over the past decades for fundamental research, industrial production and potential applications. [383] For graphene the most
17

effective approach, so far, has been with graphene oxide. The modified material has
found a number of uses in the the biological community.[168] Boron-nitride materials
have also seen its share of modifications to enhance its properties for applications.
[59, 95, 189, 293, 294]

There are theoretical investigation studying the peptide-nanomaterial interface. Researchers are also interested in the interaction due to the potential to grow nanomaterials using peptides. [313] Some of the topologies that have been investigated as substrates for these applications include nanotubes[46, 48, 161, 251, 364] nanowires[58],
nanoparticles[138], nanorods[38], and two-dimensional (2-D) sheets[309]. Boron nitride nanotubes[50], one of the emerging nanomaterials, have a morphology similar to
that of the well-established carbon NTs (CNTs). Boron nitride nanotube are recognized as viable candidates for conjugation with biomolecules[101], showing a strong
affinity toward proteins[389]. Some researchers have started to investigate larger scale
interactions. Hilder et. al. have studied periodic cell membranes with boron-nitride
nanosheets through different interaction schemes.[133]

1.5

Conclusion

These are a few avenues of research that are currently being pursued, but the possibilities are limitless.[186] Some problems of society are being actively addressed by
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state-of-the-art methods, with the next innovation just around the corner. There
are still many challenges that need to be overcome in the manufacturing process to
harness the potential of nanotechnology. In this dissertation, only a fraction of the
nanomaterial machinery was investigated.

In Chapter 2 a brief history and overview of the theoretical methods of Hartee-Fock
Theory and density functional theory is presented. In Chapter 3, shows the initial
investigations on boron-nitride monolayers and nanotubes. It discusses some of the
approximations that were made to model large nanotubes and it shows the cluster
model that were used for some studies. Chapter 4 investigates the potential changes
in structures of gold cluster in the gas-phase and clusters deposited on BNNTs. In
Chapter 5, the first published work on the interactions of select amino acids with
boron-nitride is presented. The study was the first boron-nitride study to introduce
amino acids structures that are present in physiological conditions. Chapter 6 AIMD
studies investigating the water boron-nitride interacface is presented. As a continuation of the previous work, the study was going to look at similar interactions in
the presence of defects, but during that investigation a new structure was discovered.
This structure is presented in Chapter 7, along with the materials’s electronic and
mechanical properties. The last chapter, Chapter 8, an overview of the work is given
and the potential future studies are given.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

In this chapter a brief summary of the fundamentals of electronic structure will be
presented. It will start with the original problem that was encountered in classical
physics that spurred the creaton of quantum mechanics. There will only be a discussion of the theoretical framework, not the numerical framework that makes these
many body problems calculable. The numerical methods are out of the scope of the
dissertation.
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2.1

Theoretical Foundation

In 1900, physicist encountered a problem now known as the ”ultraviolet catastrophe”. The classical theory, Rayleigh-Jeans law predicted low wavelength behavior
of blackbody radiation correctly but the short wavelengths drastically diverged from
the experimental observations. This problem was being tackled by an individual who
is now known as the ”founder” of quantum physics. In his solution to the problem,
Max Planck was the first to quantize electro-magnetic energy. He achieved this by
following the statistical work of the second-law of thermodynamics. The law was
previously published by Boltzmann, which received a large deal of skepticism from
the community. Planck’s newly derived black-body radiation law postulated that
electro-magnetic energy was quantized in the following manner

E = hν

(2.1)

where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of radiation, where ν takes on
discrete values. The consequences of Equation 2.1 were radical. At the time Planck
proposed this novel solution, he, along with the community, were skeptical of the
consequences. After two decades of experiments by others in the laboratory, it earned
him the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1918.[237] Since that law was proposed, skepticism
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has trailed almost every idea in quantum physics. Many more times theory and
experiments conflicted during the evolution of quantum mechanics and when they
agreed it was typically perceived with a similar trepidation.

2.2

Schrödinger Equation

In 1926, Erwin Schrödinger introduced the wave equation, that now bears his
name.[19] The paper ”An Undulatory Theory of the Mechanics of Atoms and
Molecules” was based off of work previously done in de Broglie Thesis on phasewaves.[63, 301] His work on the wave-equation earned him the Nobel Price in Physics
in 1933, which was shared with Paul Dirac. [239]

The non-relativistic electronic structure of any material can be solved by using the
Schrödinger equation. [301] In its time-dependent format the equations is typically
presented as
Ĥ |Ψ(t)i = i~

δ
|Ψ(t)i
δt

(2.2)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, Ψ is the wave function of the system , and ~
is the reduced Planck’s constant. This formula uses Dirac notation, for additional
information see Appendix A. The Ĥ term in the equation can be expanded into a
more ”traditional” form, which describes a single particle evolving in a electric field
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(i.e. electron and a nucleus.) (For the rest of the theory section atomic units will be
used, it will simplify the equations. For additional information see Appendix B.)




δ
1
− ∇2 + V (r, t) Ψ(r, t) = i~ Ψ(r, t)
2
δt

(2.3)

Where − 12 ∇2 is the kinetic energy of the system and V (r, t) is the potential energy
of the system. Typically, when solving for the properties of atoms and molecules
the time-independent Schrödinger Equation is taken into consideration. The timeindependent simplifies from Equation 2.2 to the following

ĤΨ(r) = EΨ(r)

(2.4)

which, when expanded, turns into the recognizable Schrödinger equation.




1
− ∇2 + V (r, t) Ψ(r) = EΨ(r)
2

(2.5)

For a many body problem with Coulombic interactions, the Hamiltonian (Ĥ) expands
to
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He = −

X1
i

2

∇2i −

X ZA
i,A

riA

+

X 1
X ZA ZB X 1
+
−
∇2A
r
RAB
2MA
i<j ij
B<A
A

(2.6)

Where i, j are indices representing the electrons, A, B represent the nuclei, rij is the
distance between particle x and y (i & j are electrons and A & B are nuclei), and
MA is the mass of nuclei A. This equation is usually reduced and presented with the
following operators.

T̂N (R) = −

X
A

T̂e (r) = −

X1

V̂N e (R, r) =

(2.8)

X Za
riA
i,A

(2.9)

2

X ZA ZB
RAB
A<B
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(2.7)

∇2i

i

V̂N N (R) =

1
∇2
2MA A

(2.10)

V̂ee (r) =

X 1
r
i<j ij

Ĥ = T̂N (R) + T̂e (r) + V̂N e (r, R) + V̂N N (R) + V̂ee (r)

(2.11)

(2.12)

Where R is the nuclear coordinates and r is the electron coordinates. In this form
the wave functions of the nuclei and electrons are not separable due to the cross-term
V̂N e (r, R). A method to relieve this coupling is presented in the next Section 2.3.1

2.3

2.3.1

Approximations

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

To solve Equation 2.12, the Born-Oppenheimer or adiabatic approximation can be
implemented. This will work around the difficult cross term V̂N e (r, R). The approximation assumes the nuclei are in fixed positions relative to the electrons.[33] This is
typically a conservative assumption, due to the fact that the electron mass is about
1/1000th of a nucleus. A more rigorous derivation can be found in the following reference [307]. The interaction between the electron and nuclei under this assumption
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are strictly classical and the wave function can be decoupled.

Ψ(r, R) = Ψele (r, R)Φ(R)

(2.13)

Here the nuclear wave function is Φ(R) and the electronic wave function is Ψele (r, R).
R in the wavefucntions is now a constant. Now there is a simpler, but still difficult,
form of Equation 2.4, where the electrons are under the influence of external electrostatic field produced by fixed nuclei.

Hele Ψele (r, R) = Eele Ψele (r, R)

2.3.2

(2.14)

Independent-Electron Approximation

The greatest challenge in the electron many-body problem is presented by the electron
correlation. Due to the impossible task of solving the n-body problem, approximations
must applied to make the problem approachable.

For the electron correlation there exists two regimes, weakly correlated and strongly
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correlated. The traditional theories that have been developed over years work relatively well within the weakly correlated regime, typically associated with most chemical phenomenon. In the weak regime the kinetic energy is the dominate term and the
non-interacting electron gas approximations tend to do well. The electron correlation
can be generally be described through the Pauli exclusion principle and the interactions through an average potential. To calculate qualitatively accurate descriptions
additional care needs to be taken to capture the additional correlations in localized
bonded systems.[92, 219]

Strongly correlated systems tend to appear in condensed matter phases and lead to
phenomenon such as Mott insulators[120], superconductivity[20], etc. When it comes
to these systems the potential energy term dominates and the electron exhibit collective behaviors in the systems. Only weakly correlated systems were investigated, but
it is worth mentioning the shortcomings of the independent electron approximation.

2.3.3

Slater Determinants

The Hatree product does not take into account the indistinguishably of electrons.
The antisymmetric principle states that upon switching the electron spin and space
coordinates the sign of the wave function must change.
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Ψ1,2 (r 1 , r 2 ) = Φ1 (r 1 )Φ2 (r 2 )

(2.15)

upon switching the electron the Hatree product will become

Ψ2,1 (r 1 , r 2 ) = Φ1 (r 2 )Φ2 (r 1 )

(2.16)

The wave functions distinguishes between electrons. To introduce the indistinguishability of electrons, the linear combination of the two products can be taken.

Ψ1,2 (r 1 , r 2 ) =

1
21/2

(Φ1 (r 1 )Φ2 (r 2 ) − Φ2 (r 1 )Φ1 (r 2 ))

(2.17)

where the factor of 21/2 is a normalization constant and the minus sign gives the wave
function antisymmetry upon interchange of electron.

Ψ(r 1 , r 2 ) = −Ψ(r 2 , r 1 )

(2.18)

This new form of the wave function also provides another benefit, the Pauli exclusion
principle is now present. If two electrons are to occupy the same orbital (i=j), the
wave function would vanish. The previous Equation 2.18 can be rewritten into a more
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compact form called a determinant.

Ψ1,2 (r 1 , r 2 ) =

1
21/2

Φ1 (r1 )

Φ2 (r1 )

Φ1 (r2 )

Φ2 (r2 )

(2.19)

the Slater determinant can be generalized to an N-electron system.

Φ1 (r1 )

Φ2 (r1 )

···

ΦN (r1 )

1 Φ1 (r2 )
Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) = √
..
N!
.

Φ2 (r2 )

···

ΦN (r2 )

..
.

..

..
.

Φ1 (rN )

Φ2 (rN )

···

.

≡ |Φ1 , Φ2 , · · · , ΦN i

ΦN (rN )
(2.20)

2.3.4

Hatree-Fock Approximations

The Hartree-Fock approximation assumes that the energy of a system can be minimized using an orthonormal basis of Φi using a single determinant and using a singleparticle Hamiltonian where the interaction between electrons is calculated using an
average potential (mean-field).
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EHF = hΨHF | Ĥ |ΨHF i =

X

Hi +

i

1X
(Jij − Kij )
2 i,j

(2.21)

Where Hi is the single-particle Hamiltonian and the other two terms describe the
average potential. Where Jij is the Coulomb integral and Kij is the exchange integral.
These terms are are given by the following

Hi =

Z

h 1
X ZA i
Φ∗i (r) − ∇2 +
Φi (r)dr
2
r
iA
A

Jij =

Z Z

Φi (r1 )Φ∗i (r1 )

Kij =

Z Z

Φ∗i (r1 )Φj (r1 )

(2.22)

1 ∗
Φ (r2 )Φj (r2 )dr1 dr2
rij j

(2.23)

1
Φi (r2 )Φ∗j (r2 )dr1 dr2
rij

(2.24)

Where the identity Jii = Kii allows for the sum over i = j. With these formulas
and orthonomalization conditions for the wave functions, the Fock operator can be
constructed

F̂ = ĥ + ĵ − k̂
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(2.25)

giving the Hatree-Fock differential equations

F̂ Φi (r) =

N
X

ij Φj (r)

(2.26)

j=1

The orbital energies can then be found by multiplying Equation 2.26 by Φi

ii = hΦi | F̂ |Φi i = Hi +

X

(Jij − Kij )

(2.27)

j

Using this information, the total energy of the system can be found by summing of
all i and adding the nuclear-nuclear interaction constant.

EHF =

X
i

ii −

X
X ZA ZB
(Jij − Kij ) +
rAB
i,j
A<B

(2.28)

These formulas will have slight modifications when applied to open versus closed
shell systems and when electron spin is taken into consideration. The changes are not
trivial, but the previous equations do not undergo large changes. A more detailed
derivation with this modifications can be found in the following Reference [253].
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2.3.5

Post-Hatree-Fock Methods

An important factor that is omitted from the Hatree-Fock Approximation is the
correlation energy. The equations has an exact value for the exchange integral, but no
term for the correlation energy. Researchers have presented many methods to remedy
this short coming, gaining more accuracy but at an additional computation cost. This
dissertation is not focused on many-body perturbation methods[195] or configuration
interactions[318], but it is worth mentioning as these theories are more accurate than
Hatree-Fock and Density Function Theory (presented later in this chapter).

2.4

Roothaan-Hall Equations

In 1951 Clemens Roothan and George Hall, independently, introduced a matrix representation of the Hatree-Fock equation. The method converted the differential equation 2.4 from a differential equation to a matrix equation in the following form [382].

F (C)C = SC

(2.29)

Where F (C) is the Fock Matrix, C is the coefficients matrix, S is the overlap matrix
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and  is the matrix of orbital energies. The is done by using the antisymmetric
product provided by the Slater determinant, equation 2.20, and by introducing the
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation. [287] This allowed
standard techniques to be used to solve the Hartee-Fock equations.

Φi =

X

φµ Cµi

(2.30)

µ

Where φµ are the LCAO and Cµi are the coefficients. More details for LCAOs can
be found in Section 2.5.1.

It can be seen that F (C) depends on C, so an initial guess for C must be given.
Then to solve the equation a self-consistent-field calculation must be done. For more
details on the procedure see Figure 2.2.

2.5

Basis Sets

The basis set is a set of function that are used to represent the wave function Ψ
of the system. There are limitless possibilities when constructing the wave function
using functions. However, there are practical and computational consideration to take
into account. In the past many different approaches have been used, some examples
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are Gaussian type orbitals[34], numerical basis set[147], planewaves[332], Slater-Type
Orbitals[312] and Wavelets[276]. Each method can be used to approach the HartreeFock limit, the minimum energy possible when using a single Slater determinant, if
an infinite basis set is used. This is not possible, so the sets must be truncated. When
constructing a basis set there is a balancing act between accuracy and computational
efficiency.

Improvements are not straightforward, but by changing the functional form and increasing the bases set size, it is possible to increase accuracy and computational cost.
This was seen when Gaussian type orbitals were introduced and replaced Slater type
orbitals.[55]

2.5.1

LCAO Type Orbitals

There are many forms these basis functions can take, but originally slater-type orbitals
were used. Slater-type orbitals (STO) are analytically solved from a hydrogen-like
atom. They take the following form

φST O (x, y, z) = N xa y b z c e−αr

(2.31)

where L = a + b + c is the angular momentum, N is a normalization constant, α is
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the effective charge of the nucleus, and r is the distance between the electron and
nucleus.[312]

These hydrogen-like orbitals were replaced with linear combination of atomic-orbital
self-consistent-field (LCAO-SCF) theory, each molecular orbital is written in the following form [287].

Φi =

X

φµ Cµi

(2.32)

µ

Where φµ are basis functions, and Cµi are coefficients. The basis set went from one
hydrogen-like function to a linear combination of Gaussian type orbitals (GTO), using
only one Gaussian function would give a poor description.

φGT O (x, y, z) = N xa y b z c e−αr

2

(2.33)

Although this method introduces more complexity to the wave function, it allows for
the use of the Gaussian product theorem.[28] The theorem allows for a 4-5 order of
magnitude speedup when evaluating the integrals in the Hamiltonian. For Gaussian
basis sets, contracted Gaussian functions (CGTO) are used as basis functions.[73]
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CGT O

φ

(x, y, z) = N

N
X

dk xa y b z c e−αr

2

(2.34)

k=1

where dk is a fitted parameter, i is the orbital (1s, 2p...etc.), N is the number of
Gaussian functions, x, y, z are the position.

The most popular implementation by was Pople, they are split-valence basis sets. The
naming scheme describes the number of primitive Gaussian functions that are used
in each basis function. 6-31 G implies that six (6) Gaussian functions (G) are used to
describe the core electrons and while the valence electrons are split (-) into to basis of
each three (3) and one (1) Gaussian. Having the valence split into two basis is called
a split-valence double zeta basis set, a triple zeta basis set could have the notation
of 6-311G. Adding more basis functions allow for more flexibility in describing the
orbitals, this can also be done by adding polarization and diffuse functions.[278]

2.5.2

Plane-Wave Basis

Plane-waves methods rest on Bloch’s theorem. The theorem states that each energy
wave function in a crystal can be written using Bloch waves. They are used to
represent a wave function in a periodic potential. A wave function takes the form of
a Bloch wave has the following form.[14]
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Ψ(r) = eik·r u(r)

(2.35)

where Ψ is the Bloch wave, r is the position, k is the crystal wave vector and u(r) is a
periodic function. The periodic function can be expanded using a basis set containing
discrete plane-waves represented in reciprocal space.

u(r) =

X

ci,G eiG·r

(2.36)

G

G is are the reciprocal lattice vectors that are defined as G · l = 2πm, where l are
the crystal vectors and m is an integer. This allows the wave function to be written
as a discrete sum of plane-waves by combining Equation 2.35 and 2.36.

Φi (r) =

eik·r X
Ω

1
2

ci,G Φi ei(k+G·)r

(2.37)

G

To represent that states correctly an infinite plane-wave basis set would be used,
but due to computational limitations only a finite amount are used. Generally the
coefficients (ci,k+G ) for small kinetic energy plane-waves

~2
| k + G |2
2m
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(2.38)

are generally more important to represent the states, so the series are truncated to
allow for plane-waves below a specific kinetic energy.[256] The convenience of using
a plane-wave basis set is that the accuracy, within the framework, of the calculation
can adjusted by increasing the cutoff energy.

It is important to note that core states, when represented by plane-waves, require
a high cutoff energy when compared to the outer-shell valence states. While this
may improve the accuracy of the calculation, it increases the computational cost by
a significant amount and the core states typically do not effect bonding or physical
properties of interest. To solve this problem, researchers replaced the core electrons
with pseudopotentials, a critical component to plane-wave calculations.

2.5.2.1

Pseudopotentials

Pseudopotentials serve three important functions. They allow for a lower cutoff energy
for a plane-wave basis set, they reduce the number of electrons in the calculation and
they allow for the addition of relativistic effects within a non-relativistic framework.
The potentials are determined before using an atomic reference state, assuming the
core electrons behave as if isolated. They were first introduced by Hamann et. al in
1979[123], where they split the potential into an inner region, divided by rc , as seen
in Figure 2.1. The pseudopotential approximation is implemented by splitting the
core and valance states[166] and replacing the core electrons with a weaker potential
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(pseudopotential). This in turn will generate pseudo-wave function as seen in Figure
2.1. The number of nodes is in the wavefunction is reduced, decreasing the cost need
to represent the core electrons.

There are two main types of pseudopotentials, norm-conserving[17, 123] and
ultrasoft[337]. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials follow two conditions. Within the
cut-off radius rc the norm of the pseudo-wave function must be identical to its corresponding all-electron wave function. The second condition requires the wave functions
to be identical outside of the cut-off radius rc For ultrasoft potentials these conditions are typically relaxed, allowing for an even further reduction in computational
cost. Similar to the ultrasoft potentials, plane augmented waves (PAW)[180] are
more accurate due to a higher cutoff value leading a slight increase in computational
cost. For the work done in this dissertation the PAW potentials were used. For more
information on pseduopotentials see the following review [302]

2.6

Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory allows the N-electron wave function to be replaced with a
simpler 3D electron density. This greatly reduces the cost and effort required needed
to calculate systems. The pedagogical beginnings of density functional theory is
introduced through the statistical models introduced by Llewellyn Thomas in 1927
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Figure 2.1: The real wave function (blue) and the pseudopotential (red) in
the potential of a nucleus (Z/r). The wave functions will match at a point
rc . The smooth of behavior near the center of the nucleus reduces the needed
cutoff energy for the plane-wave basis set. The image taken from Wikipedia
[357]

[327] and a year later by Enrico Fermi [84].

2.6.1

Thomas-Fermi Model

The novelty of the model was treating the ground state electrons using statistical
models. The models were used to distribute the electrons around the atom, this
changed the complexity of the problem from a N-electron wave functional to a ”more
tractable” three-dimensional electron density ρ(r).

A crude model but it does tend to correctness in the limit of a nuclear charge of
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infinity, as noted by Dirac[71]

Although this model hitherto has not been justified theoretically, it seems
plausible approximation for the interior of a heavy atom and one may
expect it to give with some accuracy the distribution of electric charge
there.

The energy of the system under this model is given by

ET F [ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + VN e [ρ(r)] + Vee [ρ(r)]

(2.39)

Where T [ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy, VN e [ρ(r)] is the attractive potential between the
electrons and nuclei and Vee [ρ(r)] is the repulsive potential between electrons.

T [ρ(r)] = CF

Z

ρ(r)dr

(2.40)

3
(3π 2 )1/3 ), see Reference [253].
Where CF is a constant from the derivation ( 10

VN e [ρ(r)] = −Z
42

Z

ρ(r)
r

(2.41)

1
Vee [ρ(r)] =
2

Z Z

ρ(r1 )ρ(r2 )dr1 dr2
|r1 − r2 |

(2.42)

Assuming the ground state of the system minimizes the functional [ET F ], under the
constraint

N [ρ(r)] =

Z

ρ(r)dr

(2.43)

where N is the total number of electrons in the system. Using Lagrange multipliers
the ground state of the system can satisfy the variational principle

Z
δ[ET F [ρ(r)] − µT F ( ρ(r) − N )] = 0

(2.44)

which leads to the following Lagrange equation.

µT F

δET F [ρ]
5
Z
=
= CF ρ2/3 (r) − −
δρ(r)
3
r
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Z

ρ(r2 )
dr2
|r − r2 |

(2.45)

2.6.1.1

Thomas-Fermi-Dirac Model

The Thomas-Fermi model later was adjusted by Paul Dirac in 1930[71] For the updated model the total energy was calculated using an additional exchange term.

ET F D [ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + VN e [ρ(r)] + Vee [ρ(r)]

(2.46)

The Thomas-Fermi model was a step in the right direction but it lacked accuracy
and predictive power when it came to atoms, molecules and solid state calculations.
[206, 306, 322] This would be remedied in 1964 with the work of Hohenberg and
Kohn.

2.6.2

Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

The big theoretical breakthrough came from Pierre Hohenberg and Walter Kohn 1964
with the publication of two theorems in their paper that established density functional
theory.[136] The theory is build upon finding the minimum energy of a system using
the density ρ(r) as a basic variable instead of the wave function Ψ. This ”change” of
variable greatly reduces the dimensionality of the problem, it changes from 3N (using
wave functions) to just 3D. Where the density can be found from the wave function
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with following formula

ρ(r) =

occ.
X

| φn (r) |2

(2.47)

n

With the second theorem restricts the theory to ground-state of the system, although
a limitation it makes the theory possible. In the paper the authors were also able to
provide a proof for the previous Thomas-Fermi equations using the new framework.
Although the paper did not provide any practical developments, it was the first piece
of two to establishing density functional theory for electronic structure calculations.

Theorem 1 The external potential vext (r) and total energy if a unique functional of
the electron density ρ(r).

Theorem 2 The ground-state can be obtained variationally and the obtained density
minimizes the total energy of the exact ground state.

EHK [ρ(r)] = FHK [ρ(r)] +

Z

ρ(r)vext (r)dr

(2.48)

where ρ(r) is the density, FHK [ρ(r)] is the universal functional and vext (r) is the
external potential.
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2.6.3

Kohn-Sham Equations
h
i
∇2 + v(~r )ef f Φn (~r ) = n Φn (~r )

(2.49)

Where n is the energy of KS orbital Φn , and v(~r )ef f is an effective potential describing
the system. It was shown by Hohenberg and Kohn that there is a universal functional
that would map the density to the ground-state energy easily. [136] The functional
is expanded into three known terms and a unknown terms are placed in Exc . Due
to the non-interacting electrons the exchange energy and correlation energy is missed
and put into this unknown term.

E[ρ(~r )] = Ts [ρ(~r )] + V [ρ(~r )] + U [ρ(~r )] + EXC [ρ(~r )]

(2.50)

Ts is the non-interacting kinetic energy, V is the external potential (nuclei), and U is
the interelectron repulsion term (Hartee energy).

Modeling the Exc term is difficult and over the years more accurate methods have been
developed. The exact exchange functional is known, but the correlation functional is
unknown. The exact functional is incorporated in Hatree-Fock calculations, however
when implemented in DFT, the results were inaccurate and the results improved when
both the exchange and correlation energy were approximated [197].
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The EXC can be put into the Kohn-Sham effective potential using the following
functional derivative
vxc =

2.7

δExc [ρ(d~r )]
δρ(d~r )

(2.51)

Functionals

The difficulty with density functional theory is the absence of the exact functional
for the exchange and correlation that was introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn in
Equation 2.48. Since the introduction of the idea of an exact functional, researchers
have been coming up with non-empirical and empirical functionals to increase the
accuracy of calculations. Some of these include derived functionals[259, 265] (LDA,
GGA), range-separated functionals[153], empirically fit functionals[24, 187, 316, 340],
functionals fit by machine learning algorithms[314] and many more[159] (creativity
is the only limiting option). Outside of the derived functionals there are hundreds
if not thousands of functionals, each tuned for specific systems or to describe select
properties.[277] Below are some of the most utilized functionals and a brief description.
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2.7.1

Local Density Approximations

The local density approximation (LDA), first introduced by Kohn and Sham[176],
uses only the density to calculate the exchange-correlation energy [265]. The correlation energy was obtained from quantum Monte Carlo simulations of jellium (uniform
electron gas).[263] The functional tends to underestimate the exchange energy and
overestimate the correlation energy, due to approximating a uniform density.[25] This
functional was popular in the 70s and 80s in condensed matter systems, but it lacked
the accuracy needed for chemical applications.

LDA
EXC
[ρ(~r )]

2.7.2

=

Z

xc (ρ)d~r

(2.52)

Generalized Gradient Approximation

To improve on the LDA functional, the term was expanded to include the density
and the gradient of the density. This allows for the functional to take into account
the non-homogeneity of the electron density. The functional was published in the
late 80s a new functional, and it coined as the generalized gradient approximations
(GGA). [261]
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GGA
EXC
[ρ]

=

Z

xc (ρ, ∇ρ)d~r

(2.53)

There are multiple implementations of the GGA functional some include the B88[23],
PW91[261], PBE[259, 260] and BLYP[23, 187] functionals. The GGA functional had
the ability to describe molecular properties with good accuracy bring DFT in the
domain of chemistry.

2.7.3

Hybrid Methods

There were however still know shortcomings of the GGA functional, it lacked the correct longed-ranged behavior that a theory like Hartree-Fock had. This leads to the
underestimation of the band gap, incorrect description of reaction barriers and van
der Waals interactions and other properties due to the local nature of the functionals.
[53] To overcome this, empirical parameters were implemented into the exchangecorrelation term mixing a little bit of every theory together. These functionals came
about in the 90s and they were called hybrid functionals. They mixed exchange and
correlation terms from both the LDA and GGA functionals and they had fraction
of the exact exchange used in Hatree-Fock. The most popular hybrid function become known as B3LYP [24, 187, 316, 340] using the exchange term from the GGA
B88[23],the correlation from the GGA LYP functional[187] and the LDA VWN[340]
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functional for correlation. They were combined in the following formula

B3LY P
LDA
HF
LDA
GGA
LDA
EXC
= EX
+ a0 (EX
− EX
) + ax (EX
− EX
) + ECLDA + ac (ECGGA − ECLDA )

(2.54)
where a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72, ac = 0.81 are empirically derived parameters. Other
popular hybrid functionals include the PBE0[4] functional

1
3
P BE0
Exc
= ExHF + ExP BE + EcP BE
4
4

(2.55)

and the HSE[131] functional

P BEh
Exc
= aExHF,SR (ω) + (1 − a)ExP BE,SR (ω) + ExP BE,LR (ω) + EcP BE

(2.56)

where SR and LR represent the short-ranged and long-ranged exchange terms that
are separated by an error function parameterized by ω. The empirical values a and
ω change depending on the implementation of the functional.

2.7.4

Jacob’s Ladder

To convey the hierarchy of accuracy of the levels of density functional theory, it was
thought appropriate to compare them the biblical concept of Jacob’s ladder.[263] This
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base is in the world of Hatree-Fock theory but extends to the ”Heaven of Chemical
accuracy”. Over the years part of the ladder has been successfully implemented into
modern density functional theory. The lowest rung on the ladder is the local density approximation containing only density as an input. The next level contains the
generalized gradient approximation with the parameters of density and the gradient
of the density. This is followed by the meta-GGA which has all of the previous parameters and the Laplacian of density. Popular meta-GGA functionals include the
TPSS functional[320] and the suite of hybrid MO6 functionals[387, 388]. The second
to last level is hyper-GGA where the additional of exact local exchange would be
implemented into the functional. There has been limited work[264] and it has not
yet become a ”mainstream” level of theory. The last rung is the generalized random
phase approximation, which would utilized all occupied and unoccupied Kohn-Sham
orbitals. It would not need data from the electron gas and it would take into account
long-ranged van der Waaals attractions. The theory would be analogous to couple
cluster theory, it would be expensive and require large basis sets.[263] A thorough review of the challenges and triumphs of these functionals can be found in the following
references [53, 159]
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2.8

Variational Principle

E[Ψ] =

hΨ| Ĥ |Ψi
hΨ|Ψi

(2.57)

Following the minimization of equation 2.57, the energy would be the true ground
state Ψ0 with an energy E0 . However, due to limitations of expressing the wave
function and Hamiltonian, the true ground state is impossible to obtain in practice.
It is known that the following formula will be true, using the Hatree-Fock equations, if
the energy obtained through minimization with an approximate wave function.[253]
When using density functional theory, the variational principle may not approach
the true ground state. This is due to the additional approximations used in density
functional theory that are not present in Hatree-Fock theory.

E[Ψ] ≥ E0

(2.58)

The variational principles its a iterative process that lends itself well to computation.
The process can be visualized using a flow chart seen and described in Figure 2.2.
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SCF DFT
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Calculate the initial density
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Check convergence
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Figure 2.2: A flow chart visualizing the self-consistent-field iterative process that implements the variational principle for a density functional theory calculation. An initial density is calculated, from which the total energy
exchange-correlation energy will be calculated. Then the Kohn-Sham matrix
is calculated followed by diagonalized through which updated wave function
coefficients are obtained. The new density and then energy are calculated, if
it is within a determined threshold it iterative process is terminated. Repeat
until convergence is achieved.
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2.9

2.9.1

Add-ons

van der Waals Corrections

Due to the local nature of the exchange-correlation functionals in DFT mid and
long-ranged interactions are poorly described.[171] The ideal solution would be to
use a different theory that takes the long-range interactions into account, but these
methods are computationally expensive and cannot go beyond tens of atoms. The
most tractable solution to this is to add an empirical corrective term from expensive
MP2 or CCSD calculations. Stefan Grimme introduced and coined the DFT-D, later
called DFT-D1, D2, and D3 (D-version#) [110, 111, 112]. In the calculations, a
simple empirical formula, that approximates the vdW energies, is added to the DFT
energy [111]. The calculations add a post-SCF correction to the energy using the
following formulas.
EDF T −D = EKS−DF T + Edisp

(2.59)

The energy corrections is calculated using the following formula:

Edisp = −s6

NX
Nat
at −1 X
i=1

C6ij
f (Rij )
6 dmp
Rij
j=i+1
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(2.60)

Table 2.1
Selected values of the C6 (eV Å6 /atom) parameters and the R0 (Å), the
vdW radii, for the D2 vdW corrections used in this work. The values are
taken from the original publication [111] and converted to units below, the
Au values were taken from the VASP 5.3.5 source code.

Element
H
B
C
N
O
Au

C6
1.35 ∗ 10−2
3.02 ∗ 10−1
1.69 ∗ 10−1
1.19 ∗ 10−1
6.75 ∗ 10−2
7.84 ∗ 100

R0
1.001
1.485
1.452
1.397
1.342
1.772

A damping function is included to avoid singularities near the origin.

fdmp (Rij ) =

1
1+

e−d(Rij /Rr −1)

(2.61)

Where s6 is a global scaling factor based on the functional that is being used, C6ij and
R0 are empirically derived atomic parameters.

2.9.2

Solvent Model

Implementing liquids into first principles calculations can be done with two different
approaches. Explicitly puts a realistic density of the solvent molecules into the simulations. The other way to implicitly simulate a solvent in the calculations is to model
the solvent as a dielectric. The system of interest is placed in a cavity of the solvent.
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Figure 2.3: The long-ranged dispersion energy correction (Grimme-D2)
vs distance for carbon-carbon, nitrogen-nitrogen, carbon-nitrogen and neonneon interactions. Equation was used along with the values in reference
[111]. The C6 is traditionally given in units of Jnm/mol, but they were
converted to give the final units in eV.

For the implicit model there are empirical parameters that first need to fit for each
solvent. Polarizable Continuum Models (PCM) in Gaussian09 has been tested and
many solvents that have been characterized [298]. The parameters for each solvent is
prepackaged and specified only through its name.
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Chapter 3

Boron Nitride

Boron nitride nanotubes were predicted in 1994 [289] and then synthesized in 1995
[50]. Its 2-D analogue, monolayer hexagonal boron-nitride, was first predicted in
2006[359] and then synthesized in 2009[154]. Boron-nitride is analogous to graphene
and carbon nanotube in structure. All of the atoms are sp2 bonded and they share
the same number of electrons per atomic pair (C-C with four each and B-N with
three and five electrons). Due to the difference in nuclei, the B-N bonds are more
ionic, which leads to stronger interlayer properties, this may lead to difficulties in
exfoliation. The difference in atoms types leads to a variation in the distributions of
chiralities observed. Carbon nanotubes have an equal probability of forming all three
variations of nanotubes (arm-chair, chiral and zig-zag) when grown. Boron-nitride,
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however is predominately zig-zag.[101] Another artifact of the ionicity is that boronnitride nanotubes tend to be multi-walled, resulting in the hybridization of the σ and
π states of the inner and outer tubes.[151, 247]

Both boron-nitride nanotubes and monolayers are wide band gap semiconductors
with a band gap around 5-6 eV.[16, 30] The properties of boron-nitride nanotubes
are almost independent of chirality. There are two differences between the zig-zag
and armchair nanotubes. First, that the zig-zag boron nitride nanotube’s band gap
decreases as the radius decreases and the arm-chair BNNTs have an indirect band gap.
In Figure 3.2, the band gap for both zig-zag (n,0) and armchair (n,n) nanotubes are
shown, chiral nanotube band gaps always fall in-between these two extremes.[117] A
sheet of boron nitride has a direct band gap, at the K k-point, of 4.67 eV, as shown in
Figure 3.4 and published previously by Guo and Lin in 2005.[117] Experiments have
shown that the band gap of monolayer h-BN is around 6 eV, with recent findings
narrowing the value to 6.17 eV. [16]

Boron-nitride is known for its excellent chemical inertness and thermal stability [47, 102]. However, these properties change when with smaller boron-nitride
nanotubes.[117, 285, 349] It has been shown with small molecules, water, ammonia and formic acid, that chemical bonds will form with polar molecules. [285] All of
the molecular interactions with these nanotubes show stronger interactions, except
for aromatic molecules which bind through π − π interactions.[283, 285, 349] Below
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is an overview of the materials and the initial investigation into different models used
for the studies.

3.0.1

Nanotube Chirality

The structures of nanotubes can be described in a quantitative manner in terms of
the unit cell.[75] This term is called the chiral vector and it is given by the following
formula

Ch = na~1 + ma~2

(3.1)

where a1 and a2 are the unit vectors and n and m are positive integers. n and
m are typically written as (n,m) when describing the chirality of a nanotube. The
circumference of the nanotube can be calculated using the chiral vector

|Ch | = a(n2 + m2 + nm)1/2

(3.2)

where a is the length of the unit vector of the unit cell, 2.46 Å for graphene and
2.50 Å for h-BN boron-nitride. A ”cut-out” from the unit cell is show in Figure 3.1.
There are are three names to describe the chiralities; zig-zag (n,0), arm-chair (n,n)
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Figure 3.1: A sheet of h-BN with the lattice vectors of the unit cell, a~1
and a~2 , where both are equal to 2.50 Å. The sheet can be rolled up with the
labeled hexagons to form the corresponding (n,m) nanotube. The zig-zag
nanotube have a chiral angle of 0◦ , so for a (7,0) nanotube only the strip of
(n,0) is needed. For an arm-chair nanotube a chiral angle of 30◦ is needed,
for reference, the angle between a~1 and a~2 is 60◦ .

and chiral (n,m). These names correspond to the chiral angle q, zig-zag nanotubes
have an angle of 0◦ , arm-chair 30◦ , and chiral have an angle between 0◦ and 30◦ . For
chiral nanotubes n and m can take any integer value as long as they are not equal or
zero, where the larger integer is always n. The names derive from the structure of the
idealized termination of the end of the nanotube. For all nanotubes, the diameter is
given by the following

dtube =

|Ch |
a(n2 + m2 + nm)1/2
=
π
π
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(3.3)

Table 3.1
Chirality and diameters of nanotubes that were considered in the initial
investigation. The diameters were calculated using Equation 3.3 with a
lattice vector magnitude of a = 2.50 Å.

Zig-zag (m = 0)
n Diameter (Å)
3
2.39
4
3.18
5
3.98
6
4.78
7
5.57
8
6.37
9
7.17
10
7.96
11
8.76
12
9.55
13
10.35
14
11.15
15
11.94
16
12.74
17
13.54
18
14.33
19
15.13
20
15.92
21
16.72
22
17.52
23
18.31
24
19.11
25
19.90

Arm-Chair (m = n)
n
Diameter (Å)
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5.52
6.90
8.27
9.65
11.03
12.41
13.79
15.17
16.55
17.93
19.31
20.69

and the chiral angle can be calculated.
 √3m 
θ = sin
2n + m
−1
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(3.4)

3.0.2

Computational Details

Two separate approaches were taken to model and benchmark the boron-nitride structures. Cluster calculations were performed using the Gaussian09[91] software using
two different functionals. The first functional used was PBE [259], which was used
to compare the electronic structure to the periodic plane-wave calculations. The second was the hybrid B3LYP[24, 187, 316, 340] functional, it was used to compare the
electronic properties to experimental values. The 6-31G(d,p) [278] was used for all
atoms. For the convergence criteria the following was used; 3x10−5 eV for the energy,
2x10−2 eV/Å for the force and 7x10−8 e/Å3 for the density matrix.

For the periodic plane-wave calculations the VASP 5.3.5 [179, 181, 182, 183] simulation
package was used. The PBE[259] was used with projector-augmented-wave (PAW)
pseudo-potentials[31, 180]. A plane-wave cutoff energy of 900 eV was used and for
the convergence criteria; 1x10−5 eV was used for the energy and 3x10−2 eV/Å for the
force. For the nanotube calculations a k-point grid of 1 x 1 x 25 was used, for the band
structure calculations the Γ to Z k-points were sampled. At least 10 Å of vacuum
space was placed between mirror images. The unit cells for the defective boron nitride
monolayers have a hexagonal (P 63 /mmc) space group and the parameters were 10 Å
x 10 Å x 23 Å for 3% and 8 Å x 8 Å x 23 Å for 6% and 5 Å x 5 Å x 23 Å for 12%,
shown in Figure 3.7. All the unit cells had a γ value of 120◦ , same as the h-BN unit
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cell. For the defective boron-nitride monolayers the following k-point schemes were
used; 10x10x1 for 3%, 15x15x1 for 6% and 20x20x1 for 12%.

3.0.3

Pristine Boron-Nitride

The initial investigation was on pristine h-BN and boron nitride nanotubes. The
properties of each materials needs to be understood, for the monolayer case this
consisted of a few calculations. However, for the nanotube the variable of chirality
needed to be taken into consideration. To reduce the computational demands of future
investigations, it was necessary to see where the properties of large radii boron-nitride
nanotubes and h-BN converged. This knowledge will reduce the atomic size of the
structures that would be mimicking large nanotubes. Cluster models of h-BN would
also be investigated, in one study, Chapter 5, an implicit solvent model was used and
the tools required a molecular model.

3.0.3.1

Periodic Model

For the periodic structures the investigation was focused on the difference between
the h-BN monolayer, the zig-zag nanotubes and the arm-chair nanotubes. In Figure
3.2, the band gaps are presented. The gray area of the plot indicates nanotube sizes
that have not been yet been seen in an experimental setting, the smallest radius
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measured had a radius of 7.5 Å[175]. The band gap of the monolayer is about 4.6
eV, it is smaller than experimental values due to level of theory. Theory models the
structures of boron-nitride nanotubes well, but when it comes to predicting the band
gap is it know that traditional functionals, LDA or GGA, underestimate the gap.
This short coming is well know and is due to the weakness of the exchange terms
in the LDA and GGA functionals. [262] As the curvature of the nanotube increases,
the values diverge from the monolayer value around 15 Å diameter. The different
chiralities diverge, with the zig-zag structure’s band gap decreasing to almost 1 eV,
where the arm-chair never becomes smaller than 4 eV. Another difference is that
arm-chair nanotubes always have an indirect band gap. The monolayer, whose band
structure is shown in Figure 3.4, and zig-zag nanotubes, except for the (3,0) and
(4,0) structure have a direct band gap. This chiral dependent phenomena is present
in carbon nanotubes, but due to the overlap in the pz orbitals in carbon, the change
is stronger which leads to nanotubes changing from semi-conducting to metallic.[288]

As the curvature increases for small radii nanotubes the strain energy increases.[385]
To quantify the strain, the following formula was used

Estrain =

Eh−BN
EBN N T
−
n
m

(3.5)

where Estrain is the strain energy of the system, EBN N T is the total energy of the
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nanotube, n and m are the number of atoms in the unit cell, Eh−BN is the total
energy of a pristine monolayer and m is the total number of atoms in the monolayer.
In the nanotubes the atoms are put into a coordination that elongates the bond
and the bonds start to move toward a sp3 hybridization, as shown by the elongation
in Figure 3.3. The graph indicates that a smaller nanotube could allow for easier
pathways for functionalization, this is shown in Chapter 5 and the work done my
Rimola et. al[283, 285]. This ease of functionalization may not be optimal, it may
lead to the degradation of the structure.
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Figure 3.2: The band gap of selected zig-zag (n,0) and armchair (n,n)
nanotubes. The gray area covers nanotubes sizes that have not yet been
observed. The smallest sized that has been observed has a radius of around
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Figure 3.3: The strain energy (top) and average bond length (bottom) of
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been observed has a radius of around 7.5Å[175]. The strain energy is defined
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tend toward a sp3 configuration.
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in-plane px and py (green), out-of-plane pz (blue) and total(grey) are shown.

3.0.3.2

Cluster Model

To model the 2-D BN systems pristine and defective structure, a finite structural
model was considered and validated against a periodic material model, shown in the
previous section. The structure started as simple ring (B6 N6 H6 ) and it was expanded
up to eight concentric rings containing 432 atoms (B193 N193 H46 ). The hexagonal
structure, in Figure 3.5, was selected to allow for a system with a negligible dipole
moment, similar to that of a periodic structure.

As the concentric rings become larger, the HOMO-LUMO gaps approached the VBM
and CBM periodic plane-wave values. In Figure 3.6 the HOMO-LUMO gap of the
system is shown as the cluster increases in size. For the calculations using the PBE
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functional the values overshoot the periodic value, this may be an artifact of the
difference in basis set. For the B3LYP functional it appears to asymptomatically
approach the periodic value. For the calculations of defects, n = 5 was chosen, the
choice was a balance of accuracy and simulation cost.
Table 3.2
Cluster models generated to model a periodic boron nitride monolayer.
The clusters contain n concentric rings that create 2-D hexagonal flake
shapes, an example is shown in Figure 3.5.

n=#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total Atoms
12
36
72
120
180
252
336
432

Composition
B6 N6 H6
B12 N12 H12
B27 N27 H18
B48 N48 H24
B75 N75 H30
B108 N108 H36
B148 N148 H40
B193 N193 H46

Figure 3.5: The boron nitride cluster (with 5 concentric rings), it contains
75 boron (green) atoms 75 nitrogen (white) atoms and 30 hydrogen (tan)
atoms passivating the edges.
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Figure 3.6: The HOMO-LUMO gap (eV) is given for the cluster approximations of boron-nitride monolayer. The smallest ring (borazine) with 12
atoms and the largest is constructed of eight rings consisting of 432 atoms.
The corresponding periodic calculations are done with VASP and are given
as solid lines.

3.0.4

Defects

To utilize the nanotube’s thermal stability, chemical inertness and insulating properties [101], the tubes can be functionalized to address specific applications. The
method of functionalization depends on the desired application, they can be strongly
bound through covalent bonds or weakly bound through non-covalent means. [391]
Most methods require modification of the surface and these can alter critical properties of the nanotubes. Xie et. al.[371] and Li et. al.[202] have both experimentally
shown the ability for hydrophobic BNNTs to exhibit hydrophilic properties with the
attachment of polyethylene glycol and amine groups.
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To generate defects during synthesis, some groups control the growing conditions other
modify the surfaces after synthesis with ion beam irradiation, ball-milling or through
chemical means. Experimental images for 2-D h-BN vacancies and dislocations have
been published. [57, 99, 154, 224] Vacancies were generated with high-energy electron beams on monolayer h-BN[154, 177, 224]. This approach has also been used to
generate defects in BNNTs[394]. These vacancies take the form of mono, tri, and
penta vacancies that lead to triangular holes in the monolayers.[154] In 2013 the 57 dislocations at grains boundaries were observed[99] and then later in 2014, using
temperatures of 1000K, 4-8 dislocations were seen.[57] The 5-7 defects are expected
to be less favorable due to the homo-elemental bonds, but research suggests that they
are the dominant dislocations seen so far. [377] Ball milling has also been used to
generate defects, which lead to nanoparticle attachments. [310] Arc ammonia plasma
treatment has been applied to BNNTs successfully in 2007[146]. This method has led
to many other surface modifications by using the amine groups as pathways to add
other molecules of interest, for instance a thiol containing compound.[293]

Defects that are boron and nitrogen vacancies (VB and VN ) and a 5-7-7-5 Stone-Wales
defect. The 5-7-7-5 Stone-Wales defect was selected over a 4-8-8-4 defect because Bettinger et. al. showed that the formation energy for the 5-7-7-5 was about half of that
of a 4-8-8-4 defect for both a sheet (5.5 eV vs. 11.0 eV) and for a (5,5) (5.6 eV
vs. 10.6 eV) nanotube using the PBE functional and a 6-31G* basis set.[29] Other
than Stone-Wales defects there has been theoretical work on mono-vacancies[15, 300],
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di-vacancies[386], dislocation lines[393] and substitutions[15, 300], including boron,
nitrogen and carbon atoms with varying charges[270] for both monolayer h-BN and
BNNTs. Adsorption studies have been conducted with defective BN to see the reactivity modifications created by the defects. [212, 220] Researchers in 2011 investigated
the means to generated different vacancies that have been observed in experiments
by modeling ion bombardment using molecular dynamics to produce statistics that
match some experimental work. [194] They showed that by altering the beam angle and energies, they could control the distribution of defects that occurred in the
monolayer of h-BN.

3.0.5

Defect Investigation

The formation energy for defects in BN was previously calculated using the following
formula:

EF orm. = ET otal − nB µB − nN µN + q(µe + v )

(3.6)

using the total energy of the system (ET otal ), the chemical potential of boron and
nitrogen (µB and µN ), the number of atoms (nB and nN ), the charge of the system
q, the electronic chemical potential (µe ) and the energy of the top valence band (v ).
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The chemical potentials (µB and µN ) are calculated using a simulated boron-rich and
a nitrogen-rich environment. For a boron-rich environment, µB is calculated from a
phase of bulk boron β −R containing 315 atoms[97], for the nitrogen-rich environment
the chemical potential is calculated from a N2 gas molecule. The nitrogen chemical
potential is then solved by using the following formula:

µB + µN = µStructure
BN

(3.7)

is the chemical potential of a pair of boron and nitrogen atoms in the
where µStructure
BN
specified nanostructure (nanotube or sheet).
Table 3.3
Formation energies of a monolayer of h-BN and a (10,0) nanotube. The
formation energies are calculated in a B-rich and N-rich environment as
explained in the text.

Formation Energy (eV)
Monolayer [15]
(10,0) Nanotube [300]
1
B-Rich N-Rich B-Rich2
N-Rich
10.08
4.80
9.19
0.37
2.88
8.16
4.66
13.5
3.84
1.44
3.57
-0.84
1.92
4.80
1.18
5.59
10.08
7.20
8.84
4.43
5.28
7.69
4.56
8.96

Defect
NB
BN
CB
CN
VB
VN
1

µB ( ”α − β” B), 2 µB ”hexagonal bulk B”

To see the effects of defects in boron nitride, three types of defects were investigated.
The concentrations are 3% (1 of 32 total atoms is removed for a total of 31 atoms),
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6% (1 of 16, with a total of 15), and 12% (1 of 8 with a total of 7). The boron
vacancies are shown in Figure 3.7 with the unit cell shown with the black outline.
Similar structures were used for the nitrogen defects, except that the atom colors in
Figure 3.7, green (boron) and white (nitrogen), would be interchanged.
3% Vacancy

6% Vacancy

12% Vacancy

Figure 3.7: The unit cells used to calculate the formation energies for the
vacancies for boron. A similar structure was used to calculate the nitrogen
vacancies, but the boron (green) and nitrogen (white) atoms were switched.
The concentrations are 3% (1 of 32 total atoms), 6% (1 of 16), and 12% (1
of 8). The black outline is the shape and size of the unit cell.

The formation energies (Table 3.4) for a nitrogen-rich environment show contrasting
trends for the different vacancies. The energy for the boron vacancy decreases as
the concentration increases, the formation energy for the nitrogen vacancy increases
as the concentration of defects increases. The nitrogen structures show a constant
magnetic moment (Table 3.5) of one. For boron vacancies the magnetic moment
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decreases as the concentration of defects increases. At 3% the magnetic moment of
the system is 3.0 µB , at 6% it is 1.53 µB and then 0.30 µB for a vacancy concentration
of 12%. A net magnetic moment of one is expected for the nitrogen vacancies and a
moment of three is expected for the boron vacancies.
Table 3.4
Formation energies for defects in a periodic sheet of boron nitride, where
the following values were used µB = -6.65 eV, µN = -8.32 eV, and µBN =
-17.58 eV.

Type
5-7-7-5
Type
VB
VN

Formation Energy (eV)
N-Rich
B-Rich
6.21
6.21
N-Rich
B-Rich
3% 6% 12% 3% 6% 12%
7.43 7.32 6.39 5.76 5.65 4.72
7.61 7.64 7.69 9.28 9.31 9.36

Table 3.5
The magnetic moment and band gap for the h-BN sheet with 3%, 6% and
12% vacancies of either boron (VB ) or nitrogen (VN ).

µB
Gap (eV)

µB
Gap (eV)

VB
3%
3.00
0.00
VN
3%
1.00
0.28

6%
1.53
0.00

12%
0.30
0.00

6%
1.00
0.10

12%
1.00
0.00

All the boron vacancy defect concentrations altered the material to be metallic, (Table
3.5). However, for the nitrogen vacancies, the gap decreased with an increase in
vacancy concentration, with the highest density of vacancies (12%) becoming metallic.
Each system’s density of states can be seen in Figure 3.8 for the boron vacancies and
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Figure 3.9 for the nitrogen vacancies. The density of states in the figures are projected
onto both the atoms and the orbitals. The decreasing gap in the nitrogen structures
is between spin-up and spin-down states, giving the 12% structure a semi-metallic
property. For the 3% boron vacancy structure the Fermi level is only populated by
spin-down states and for the 6% boron vacancies it is occupied by both spin-up and
spin-down states. The 12% structure is almost spin unpolarized and the Fermi level
is crossed by both by spin-up and spin-down states.

Defects for the cluster model of boron-nitride were also investigated. The n = 5
structure with 180 atoms, as shown in Figure 3.5, was used. The boron and nitrogen
vacancies and the 5-7-7-5 were constructed with the cluster. The relaxed structures
with the corresponding bond lengths, at the center of the cluster, for the pristine,
5-7-7-5 Stone-Wales defect, boron vacancy and nitrogen vacancy are shown in Figure
3.10 For the pristine structure the distances between the similar atoms (N-N, B-B)
is 2.52 Å this number is also the lattice constant for a periodic structure. The B-N
bond distance for the pristine structure is 1.45 Å the same seen in periodic structures.
For the boron vacancy, the N-N bond increases to a range of 2.68 to 2.80 Å, this is
due to the lone electron of the nitrogen atoms, that were previously bonded to the
boron, repelling each other. The bond exterior to the defect also changed, with the
nearest lengths decreasing to between 1.40 and 1.42 Å and the next nearest increasing
to between 1.45 Å and 1.49 Å. The opposite is seen with the nitrogen vacancy, the
distance between similar atoms decreases to 2.27 Å. The nearest bonds both increase
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Figure 3.8: The projected density of states (PDOS) and total density of
states (TDOS) of the different concentrations of boron vacancies of h-BN,
top plots are the PDOS projected onto the atoms (boron (red), nitrogen
(blue) and total(grey)), the bottom is the PDOS projected on the orbitals
where s(blue), p(green), d(blue) (none in the system) and total(grey) are
shown for both spin-up and down.

to 1.47 Å and decrease to 1.44 Å. The next nearest bonds increase to 1.47 Å, while
the boron atoms remain the same at 1.45 Å.
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Figure 3.9: The projected density of states (PDOS) and total density of
states (TDOS) of the different concentrations of nitrogen vacancies of h-BN,
top plots are the PDOS projected onto the atoms (boron (red), nitrogen
(blue) and total(grey)), the bottom is the PDOS projected on the orbitals
where where s(blue), p(green), d(blue) (none in the system) and total(grey)
are shown for both spin-up and down.
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Figure 3.10: A series of cartoons given to present the cluster model structures and bond lengths of the localized effects of the defects, the boron atoms
are red and nitrogen atoms are blue. All defects were generated in a pristine
BN finite model with 180 atoms (75 boron, 75 nitrogen, 30 hydrogen) (top
left) and the same cluster with a boron-nitrogen bond rotated by 90◦ (top
right) in the center of the cluster created a 5-7-7-5 Stone-Wales defect and
a defected BN cluster formerly of 180 atoms with a boron vacancy (bottom
left) and a nitrogen vacancy (bottom right) representing possible defects.
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Chapter 4

Stability and Electronic properties
of of Gold Quantum Dots on
Boron Nitride Nanotubes
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4.1

Introduction

Since their initial prediction [30] and synthesis [50] in the early 90’s boron nitride
nanostructures including nanotubes (BNNTs) have gained significant attention from
the scientific community [101, 207, 343]. BNNTs have a morphology similar to that of
well-characterized carbon nanotubes (CNTs), however they exhibit distinct electronic
and mechanical properties, thermal stability and chemical inertness[101]. To enhance
or exploit BNNT’s unique properties for nanoscale applications, functionalization
of BNNTs has been recommended[355]. The functionalization can be achieved via
covalent bonds forming strongly-bonded complexes or non-covalent bonds forming
weakly-bonded complexes[391]. Both of these conditions have been realized with
colloidal nanoparticles (PbSe, CdSe, and ZnO)[339], SnO2 [124, 390], Fe3 O4 [142], TiO2
[319], and Au[188] nanoparticles. Specifically, it has been observed that Au can form
nanoparticles of various sizes [9, 80, 188, 293, 310]. Furthermore, the role of substrate
has been investigated considering the case of gold on BN monolayer deposited on
a Rh substrate [173, 174, 255]. Note that a hexagonal-BN monolayer (h-BN) can
be considered as a flattened BNNT which exhibits physical and chemical properties
similar to those associated with large radii BNNTs[117, 284, 349].
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4.2

Computational Details

Electronic structure calculations were performed in the framework of density functional theory.

The generalized gradient approximation was used in the form of

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [259] functional with projector-augmented-wave
(PAW) potentials [31, 180]. To take into account of the long-range dispersive interactions in the weakly-bonded complexes, the Grimme D2 semi-empirical approximation
was included [111]. The plane wave cutoff energy was set to 400 eV and the Brillouin
zone was sampled with a Γ-centered k-point grid of (5x5x1) [249]. The convergence
criterion for the energy was set to 10-5 eV for the isolated clusters and 10-4 eV for
the large conjugated structures (Aux /h-BN). For all the calculations the force convergence criterion was set to 3 ∗ 10−2 eV/Å and the Gaussian smearing was set to
0.05 eV.

Since the PBE-DFT level of theory is known to underestimate the band gap of a
given material, we also performed Γ-point calculations on the pristine gold clusters
using the hybrid HSE06 functional form [185]. The HSE06-DFT level of theory has
been shown to provide an agreement between calculated and measured band gap of a
given material.[96] Calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP) [179, 181, 182, 183].
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Considering the fact that the observed Au clusters deposited on BNNT appears
to mimic fragments of Au(111) surface, we considered Aun clusters with n=6[368],
10[368], 12[169, 367], 14[368] and 16[44, 368] and their 3D counterparts found in the
literature. The Au8 was excluded, the minimum energy structure in the literature[368]
does not resemble a fragment of an Au(111) surface. The substrate was simulated
in a 23 Å x 23 Å periodic supercell, the Au6 substrate supercell is 15 Å x 15 Å. A
separation of 10 Å between the clusters from their mirror images was used in the
periodic supercell model. For the supported cluster-complex the binding energy is
calculated with EComplex − ECluster − ESubstrate , where EComplex is the total energy of
the complex, ECluster is the total energy of the isolated cluster and ESubstrate is the
total energy of the isolated substrate.

4.3

4.3.1

Results and Discussion

Aun Clusters

Aun clusters have been subject of several theoretical and experimental investigations
over the past decade. There still exists ambiguity about the inflection point for 2Dto-3D structural transition [21, 36, 85, 169, 216, 367, 368, 381]. The inflection point
associated with the structural transition from 2D to 3D was found to be dependent on
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the level of theory employed for electronic structure calculations [21, 85, 216, 367, 381].

The initial cluster configurations for the calculations were taken from the previously
reported results on Au6 [368], Au10 [368], Au12 [169, 367], Au14 [368] and Au16
[44, 368]. Calculations were performed only for the 2D and 3D minimum structural configurations that were previously reported, without making an attempt to
find the global minimum for either free Au clusters or Au clusters supported by the
substrate. Figure 4.1 displays the equilibrium configurations of 2D and 3D structural
configurations of Aun clusters with n=6, 10, 12, 14 and 16.

Figure 4.2 displays the energy/Au atom, it suggests that the 2D-to-3D structural
transition occurs between six and ten atoms in Au clusters, with the inflection point
on the graph indicating a nine atom cluster. The difference in the energy between 2D
and 3D structural configurations changes from -0.12 eV for n=6 to +0.16 for n=14
indicating that the 3D structural configurations are energetically preferred for larger
isolated Au clusters at the PBE-DFT level of theory.

Table 4.2 lists the calculated bond lengths of equilibrium configurations of the 2D
and 3D Au clusters. The calculated results show an excellent agreement with the
previously reported results, except the case of the 3D-Au10 cluster for which buckling
at the edges was noticed. The buckling in 3D-Au10 was not seen in the previously
reported results [367, 368]. Note that the average bond length was calculated by
taking the sum of the distances under 3.0 Å and then divided by the number of
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Au6

Au12

Au10

Au14

Au6

Au12

Au16

Au10

Au14

Au16

Figure 4.1: Calculated structural configurations of the isolated Au6 , Au10 ,
Au12 , Au14 and Au16 clusters. The top 5 are the 2D structures and the
bottom 5 are the 3D structures.

unique bonds in a given cluster.

The calculated density of states (DOS) find Aun clusters to have non-zero band gaps
except the case of 2D-Au14 which appears to be metallic at the PBE-DFT level of
theory. Application of the HSE functional form yields the non-zero band gaps for
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Figure 4.2: The total energy/atom as a function of cluster size (n). The
plot indicates that after about nine atoms the 3D structures are more stable
than the 2D structures when they are isolated. The 2D structures are given
in red (squares) and the 3D structures are given in blue (circles).

all Au clusters considered, as expected. Note that a recent theoretical study which
employed B3LYP, B3PW91, HSE, and PBE0 hybrid density functionals over a large
benchmark data set of materials [96] reported no significant difference in their overall
performance of the functional forms. The screened hybrid HSE was found to be
relatively accurate for typical semiconductors. For a h-BN monolayer, the calculated
PBE and HSE band gaps are 4.36 and 5.69 eV, respectively [379]. The measured
gap of h-BN monolayer is reported to be 5.97 eV [348]. For the 2D-Aun clusters,
the HSE band gaps are 2.76, 1.47, 1.47, 0.35 and 0.95 for n=6, 10, 12, 14, and 16,
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Table 4.1
Calculated structural properties of the isolated and supported 2D Aun
clusters.

Structure
Au6
Au6 /h-BN
Au10
Au10 /h-BN
Au12
Au12 /h-BN
Au14
Au14 /h-BN
Au16
Au16 /h-BN

2D configurations
Symmetry Avg. Bond (Å) Bonds (#)
D3h
2.69
9
D3h
2.70
9
D2h
2.71
19
D2h
2.72
19
D3h
2.71
24
D3h
2.72
24
D2h
2.71
29
D2h
2.72
29
Cs
2.72
34
Cs
2.72
34

Table 4.2
Calculated structural properties of the isolated and supported 3D Aun
clusters.

Structure
Au6
Au6 /h-BN
Au10
Au10 /h-BN
Au12
Au12 /h-BN
Au14
Au14 /h-BN
Au16
Au16 /h-BN

3D configurations
Symmetry Avg. Bond (Å) Bonds (#)
Cs
2.73
10
Cs
2.74
10
C2v
2.72
23
Cs
2.72
18
C2v
2.75
26
C2v
2.76
24
Cs
2.74
33
C1
2.74
29
Td
2.73
36
C1
2.72
32

respectively. On the other hand, the HSE band gaps for 3D-Aun clusters are 1.91,
0.72, 1.43, 0.53, and 1.65 eV, respectively. As n increases to larger values, both 2Dand 3D-Aun clusters will exhibit metallic electronic properties[234].
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4.3.2

Supported Au Clusters: 2D-Aun and 3D-Aun clusters
on h-BN monolayer

Figures 4.3 and 4.1 display the equilibrium configurations of 2D-Aun and 3D-Aun
clusters interacting with h-BN monolayer, respectively. Overall, the base of a cluster
configuration and the monolayer are found to be in parallel to each-other with a
distance of about 3 Å. All of the 2D-Aun clusters retained their configurations with
the same symmetry. However, lowering of the symmetry is predicted for some of the
3D-Aun clusters with n=10, 14, and 16. Au10 has a small deformation in the base,
whereas Au14 retains its overall shape, though structure has noticeable deformations.
Au16 is predicted to have significant deformation in its configuration reducing the
symmetry from Td to C1 , Table 4.2. Note that the average bond lengths in Au
clusters has increased slightly (0.1 Å) when deposited on the h-BN monolayer.
Table 4.3
Supported Au clusters: the nearest distance between the cluster atom and
h-BN monolayer (RAu−BN ) and the binding energy/Au atom (B.E/Au).

Cluster
Au6 /h-BN
Au10 /h-BN
Au12 /h-BN
Au14 /h-BN
Au16 /h-BN

2D configurations
RAu−BN (Å) B.E/Au (eV/Au)
2.91
-0.49
2.98
-0.50
2.92
-0.49
2.95
-0.49
2.97
-0.49
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3D configurations
RAu−BN (Å) B.E/Au (eV/Au)
2.77
-0.48
2.74
-0.34
2.73
-0.34
2.88
-0.35
2.44
-0.31

Figure 4.3: A top view of the equilibrium configuration of the supported
2D-Au6 cluster.

Au6

Au12

Au10

Au14

Au16

Figure 4.4: A side view of the equilibrium configurations of the supported
3D-Aun clusters.

Interestingly, a preference for 2D-Aun configurations over 3D-Aun configurations on
h-BN monolayer is clearly seen as the 2D structural configurations appear to substrate
tend to maximize the interaction with the substrate, unlike their 3D counterparts.
The binding energy per atom is nearly constant at about at 0.50 eV for all the 2D
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Figure 4.5: Supported Aun clusters: Variation in the binding energy/Au
atom as a function of cluster size, n. The 2D structures are given in red
(squares) and the 3D structures are given in blue (circles).

configurations, whereas it varies from -0.48 eV for 3D-Au6 to -0.31 eV for 3D-Au16
(Figure 4.5). Employing the limited data that has been aggregated, we now make an
attempt to estimate the inflexion point where the 3D configurations becomes energetically preferred over the 2D configurations on h-BN monolayer. An extrapolation of
a linear fit to the values of the binding energy/atom of 2D-Aun and 3D-Aun configurations suggests the inflexion point to be associated with Au100 cluster for which 3D
configuration is preferred on h-BN clusters. This is in agreement with experiments
which have shown stabilization of larger 3D-Aun configurations (i.e. quantum dots)
on the surface of a large-diameter BNNT [188]).
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Figure 4.6: Projected density of states (PDOS) and total density of states
(TDOS) of the supported 2D-Aun clusters. Color code: grey-TDOS, redPDOS of 2D-Aun cluster, blue-PDOS of h-BN monolayer.

For the supported Au clusters, the band gap is defined by that of the pristine h-BN
monolayer. All of the clusters induce mid-gaps states in the band gap Figure 4.6.Note
that the band gap of a pristine h-BN monolayer is calculated to be about 4.30 eV
in agreement with the previously reported results obtained at the PBE-DFT level
of theory [117, 349]. Interacting with h-BN monolayer, 2D-Aun clusters retain their
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band gaps, and vary only within about 0.1 eV of their respective values obtained
for the isolated clusters. This is also the case with 3D-Aun clusters where difference
in the band gap of about 0.2 eV is predicted between the isolated and supported
clusters.

4.4

Summary

2D and 3D Au6 , Au10 , Au12 , Au14 and Au16 clusters on h-BN substrates were investigated. It was shown that when the clusters are isolated, they prefer the 3D
structures. However, when they are placed on a h-BN substrate the 2D structures
become energetically favorable. The structures are bound to the substrate through
long-ranged interactions. The gold cluster retain their semiconducting nature, while
introducing mid-gaps states to the h-BN.
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Chapter 5

Amino Acid Analogue-Conjugated
BN Nanomaterials

Reprinted with permission from ACS. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
More information is in Appendix D
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5.1

Amino Acids and Proteins

During the investigation of this dissertation, a background in additional fields was
necessary. If the interactions between biological molecules and nanomaterials were
to be investigated, some fundamental concepts of biochemistry needed to be learned.
In this section the fundamentals of amino acids and proteins will be discussed. To a
chemist and biologist this section is elementary, but due to the absence of biochemistry
in a traditional physics curriculum, it will be covered. There will be a build up from
the structure of amino acids to the complex structure of a protein.

Amino acids are molecules that are made up of three distinct groups. The first two
groups are the same for all amino acids, they each have an amine group (-NH2 ) and a
carboxyl group (-COOH). The third group is the side chain, called the R-group. This
group makes each amino acid unique. There are over 500 types of amino acids, by
the 22 proteinogenic amino acids are the ones uses in the synthesis of proteins.[193]
The three groups of these amino acids are connected by one carbon atom called the
α carbon. The is where the name α amino acids comes from. The backbone of an
amino acid contains the amine group, the α-carbon and the carboxyl group. Most
amino acids found in a biological setting are L-stereoisomers (”left-handed”), opposed
to the D-stereoisomers (”right-handed”). 20 of the 22 amino acids are directly coded
into the DNA, and these are the ones that will be discussed. The two that will
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not be not included are selenocysteine and pyrrolysine.[8] Selenocysteine[210] has the
same structure as cysteine, but it has a selenium atom instead of a sulfur atom and
pyrrolysine[127], which is not present in humans. The other 20 can be found in Figure
5.1, they are categorized into four distinct groups; acidic, basic, polar and non-polar.
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Figure 5.1: Amino acid table containing 20 proteinogenic α-amino acids
with a legend in the bottom right hand corner. The common backbone is
in faded gray and the unique R-groups are in black. Each amino acid is
grouped, acidic, basic, aromatic, polar and non-polar, by color. The table
concept was adapted from a table from bio-connect.nl [18]

The structures of amino acids have different states when introduced into different
environments. Each group (amine, carboxyl and R-group) of each amino acids has
its own unique pKa (acid dissociation constant). This means that the structure
changes depending on the local pH, two examples of aspartic acid and arginine are
shown in Figure 5.2. Each group’s pKA value is given in Figure 5.2, pK1 is for the
carboxyl group, pk2 is for the amine group and pkR is for the R-group. The labels
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are inserted between the tiles, because at the specific pH the states have an equal
probability of existing. The distribution is described logarithmically, at a pH of ± 1,
the probability shifts to a 90%/10% distribution. Due to the interest in the interaction
in physiological conditions, the structures used in this dissertation are the amino acids
at a pH of 7.4. The zwitterionic structure of the backbone is shown in the middle
two panels in Figure 5.2. The amine group is protonated (NH3 +) and the carboxyl
group is deprotonated (COO-), giving the groups different charges, but the backbone,
overall, is still neutral. At a pH of 7.4 all backbones are in a zwitterionic state. The
only amino acid without a definitive state at this pH is histidine, with a pKR of 6.04,
the NH group in Figure 5.1 can be either protonated or deprotonated. The states of
the amino acids can still change, the pKa values are subject to change depending on
their local environment.[378]

To form proteins, as shown in Figure 5.3, amino acids need to bind with each other
to form chains. To combine two amino, their backbones bind to each other to form a
peptide bond. Two amino acids create a dipeptide with an amine group at one end
of the chain and a carboxyl group on the other. With three amino acids they form a
tripeptide and it continues on to larger prefixes (tetra, penta, oligo(2 to 20),..polypetide(n)), but typically they are generalized to peptide. These chain sizes range from
a few hundred[178] up to 27,000 amino acids[93]. Once in the chain, amino acids are
typically called amino acid residues, due to the loss of a H2 O molecule in the formation of a peptide bond. To mimic this phenomena in the calculations, the backbone
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Figure 5.2: Each group in an amino acid has a pKa associated with it,
pK1 is for the carboxyl group, pk2 is for the amine group and pkR is for the
R-group. The tiles are colored to represent how acidic (red) or basic (blue)
the environment is, with white representing a neutral pH. The labels are
inserted between the tiles, because at the specific pH the structures have an
equal probability of existing.

was replaced with a non-polar methyl (CH3 ) group. The approximation serves two
purposes, first it eliminates the potential interactions from the amine and carboxyl
group that would otherwise be bonded to form the peptide bonds and it reduces the
number of electrons in the simulation.[349] This approach has been successfully done
by a few groups for both amino acids and nucleic acids.[109, 220]

There are four structural aspects to a protein; the primary, secondary, tertiary and
the quaternary structure. The sequence of amino acids in the polypetide chain, or
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peptide chain, is the protein’s primary structure. This chains are long and relatively
flexible, allowing for hydrogen bonds to form between local amino acids, forming
structures from the sequences of amino acids. These structures are the protein’s
secondary structure, and the most common are the α-helix, β-sheet and turns.

The next level up in the protein’s structure is the tertiary structure. It is determined
by non-local interactions of the peptide chains and the process is typically associated
with protein folding. Interactions leading to the tertiary structure include disulfide
bonds, salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. The last level of the protein structure is the
quaternary structure, it is determined by the number and the interactions of peptide
chains with each other. An example of the peptide chains in a bovine serum albumin
(BSA) protein is shown in Figure 5.4.

The protein structure shown in Figures 5.3,5.4 and 5.5 were generated using x-ray
diffraction.[213] The protein contains 8784 atoms, excluding hydrogen atoms, which
are not resolvable with x-ray diffraction. The structure contains 1166 amino acid
residues, and each unique type (20 total) is shown in Figure 5.3. These figures convey the complexity of modeling proteins with either molecular dynamics or quantum
mechanical calculations. Proteins lack symmetry and need to be in a solvated environment in hopes to obtain a realistic structure, which adds more variables and
atoms to the simulations. With the limitations of the imaging technologies, some of
the protonation states of the amino acids may also incorrect. New advances in x-ray
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Figure 5.3: An atomic representation of a BSA protein based from experimental x-ray diffraction data.[213] The hydrogen atoms are omitted, missing
due to the experimental technique with highlighted each type of amino acids
having its own color.

crystallography may be able to bring more clarity to the hydrogen atoms for future
structures.[360] Some of the amino acids on the inside of the protein may be in a local
pH that changes the structure that is typically considered at a physiological pH.

The most challenging aspect of studying proteins is the number of atoms. For almost
two decades, investigating proteins using force fields for molecular dynamics[22, 61]
has been possible, but currently it is extremely difficult for quantum mechanical
methods to simulate a full protein. Some ways to approach the problem is through a
divide and conquer method, dividing the areas into molecular mechanics and quantum
mechanical regions, called QMMM[335]. Care must be taken when constructing these
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Figure 5.4: An atomic representation of a BSA protein based from experimental x-ray diffraction data. [213] Each peptide chain in the protein has
a unique color, one red and the other blue.

simulations, correctly modeling the boundary region between the quantum mechanical
and molecular mechanical is difficult.[113] The models will also have to use molecular
mechanics, which has the potential to inaccurately model the atomic interactions.

5.2

Conjugated Systems

Introducing substrates and nanomaterials with proteins and protein sub-structures
has been of great interest in the past decade, as discussed in Chapter Section 1.4.
Groups have started to investigate small building blocks of amino acids with boronnitride nanotubes in the gas-phase using first principle methods.[232] However to gain
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a better understanding of these interactions, the physiological conditions need to be
modeled. Water plays an important role in the reactions and stabilizes the zwitterionic
structure of the amino acids.[1] To do this water needs to be introduced through
implicit solvent models or through, preferably, explicit solvent. Another important
consideration is introducing temperature into the simulations. In biology most of the
systems are dominated by long-ranged forces and simulating these environments at
0K or 300K has a potential to change the structures and potentials chemistries.[114]
However, to achieve these conditions, molecular dynamics must be used. In Chapter
5 an implicit solvent model is used and amino acids are used to investigate some basic
properties with boron-nitride nanotubes. n Chapter 6 the next steps of introducing
temperature and explicit solvent models using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
is presented.

Groups in the past years have started to used various classical force fields and
molecular dynamics methods to model physiological conditions. They have simulated amino acids interacting with a Pd(111) surface[118], a TiO2 surface [35], a
graphene surface[143] and nanoparticles particles [305] and Au(111) [134]. Some
have moved past the amino acid stage and started to work with peptide chains with
substrates.[37, 66] With large enough computation power and a crude enough model,
it is possible to even simulate full proteins with carbon nanotubes[115] or boronnitride nanosheets with cell membranes[133]
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Force fields have been parameterized to replicated specific chemistries, if new structures or bonds form the force field may not replicate accurate interactions. A method
to work around this issue is to use AIMD methods. With this increase in accuracy,
the potential system size that can be simulated is drastically reduced when compared
to classical molecular dynamics. The goal is to be able to simulate systems as shown
in Figure 5.5, model the interactions accurately between the systems. Using this information derived from these results, experiments can be assisted leading to a more
complete understanding.

Figure 5.5: A ribbon representation of a BSA protein, with one peptide
chain colored blue and the other red, interacting with several boron nitride
nanotubes. For a complete simulation this would also need the additional a
large amount of water molecules. This would drastically increase the cost of
the simulation.
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5.3

BNNT with Amino Acids

Nanomaterials with different topologies possess unique and distinct properties that
can be exploited for biologically related applications, such as biosensing[46], drug
delivery[290], and bioimaging[201]. Some of the topologies that have been investigated as substrates for these applications include nanotubes (NTs)[46, 48, 161,
251, 364] nanowires[58], nanoparticles[138], nanorods[38], and two-dimensional (2-D)
sheets[309]. Boron nitride NTs[50] (BNNTs), one of the emerging nanomaterials, have
a morphology similar to that of the well-established carbon NTs (CNTs). BNNTs
are recognized as viable candidates for conjugation with biomolecules[101], showing a
strong affinity toward proteins[389]. However, experiments show contrasting results
in terms of the toxicity effects of BNNTs.[67, 86, 87, 373]

To provide a strong foundation for the biologically related applications of BN nanomaterials, the nature of the interface has been the focus of several theoretical
investigations.

For DNA and RNA nucleotides, physisorbed configurations were

predicted.[231, 392] For amino acids interacting with BNNTs, the calculated results
show that arginine (Arg) and aspartic acid (Asp) exhibit relatively strong bonds with
the surface of the BNNTs relative to the case of tryptophan (Trp).[283, 284, 285] A
recent theoretical study considering only the side chains of α-amino acids interacting with a (6,0) BNNT and a BN monolayer (ML) reported that the nature of the
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interaction strongly depends on the side chain of the analogue molecules in the gas
phase.[283] Interactions of the neutral configurations of the basic and acidic amino
acids with both the ML and NT appeared to be weak and associated with the oxygencontaining side groups (e.g., serine, Asp, glutamic acid, asparagine, and glutamine).
Stronger interactions with the BNNTs are predicted by the presence of nitrogencontaining groups (e.g., lysine, histidine, and Arg). The aromatic amino acids (e.g.,
Trp, tyrosine, and phenylalanine) weakly interact with the BNNTs. For the case
of BNML, dispersive-type interactions follow the order of aromatic > N-containing
groups > O-containing groups of amino acid analogues in the gas phase.

As physiological conditions include the presence of water, theoretical results obtained
for the gas phase may not provide a direct correlation to experimental results. This
is due to the occurrence of different protonated states within the amino acids in the
solvated phase. This is addressed in this study by considering the interaction of the
analogues of Arg, Asp, and Trp with a BNML and a (5,0) zigzag-type BNNT in a
solvated phase. It is important to note that a small-diameter BNNT was chosen for
its large curvature and BNML was chosen for the lack of curvature, facilitating the
end points to examine the role of topology in defining the interface of the conjugated
(by conjugated it is meant put together, not relating to the bonding) complexes in
the solvated phase. Armchair and zigzag BNNTs may show different characteristics, with the latter found to be more reactive, thereby providing an end point for
the investigation.[164] The role of curvature can be expressed in terms of induced
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strain of the sp2 bonds in defining the nature of the interface for the conjugated
BN nanomaterials. The smaller zigzag NTs have greater strain as compared to that
of the armchair configurations.[30] Both zigzag and armchair NTs converge to the
same properties exhibited by larger NTs;[385] for this reason, armchair NTs were not
considered in this study.

The amino acids considered are Arg and Asp, representing basic and acidic side-chain
functional groups, respectively, and Trp for its aromatic properties. Asp is a polar
amino acid with a side chain of carboxylic that can be protonated/deprotonated,
resulting in a net neutral/negative charge, and Arg is a polar amino acid with a
side chain of guanidyl that can be protonated/deprotonated, resulting in a net positive/neutral charge. Under the physiological condition of pH 7, both the amino acids
are charged, with Arg being protonated and Asp being deprotonated. The equilibrium configurations of the conjugated complexes were analyzed in terms of binding
energy, bond distances, and Mulliken charges to gain insight into the nature of the
interface under solvated conditions. Specifically, the calculated results are expected
to shed light on the topological and chemical conditions for “physisorption versus
chemisorption” of amino acids interacting with BN nanomaterials under physiological conditions.
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5.4

Computational Model

The BNML and BNNT configurations were represented by finite cluster models, as
shown in Figure 5.7. The BNML (18 Å x 16 Å) was simulated using a B49 N49 H22
cluster, and the (5,0) BNNT (4 Å x 20 Å) was simulated using a B50 N50 H10 cluster.
The cluster edge atoms were passivated by hydrogen atoms to ensure their appropriate
coordination in both the ML and tubular configurations.[303] The cluster model has
been successfully used to describe the properties and interactions that are localized
in nature[291], such as the cases considered in the present study.

The DFT calculations were carried out using the Gaussian09 program package.[91]
The exchange and correlation functional form was represented by the PBE functional
form.[259] The 6- 31g(d,p) basis set[278] was used for the constituent atoms of the
amino acids and BN nanomaterials. Grimme’s D2 semi- empirical approximation was
included within DFT via a posteriori term to the total energy of the system.[111] The
importance of the inclusion of the dispersive term has been emphasized in previous
calculations of interfaces consisting of BN nanomaterials.[283, 284, 285, 311]

Initially, constraint-free geometry optimizations of the complexes were performed to
determine the preferred orientation and optimum height of amino acid relative to
the surface of nanomaterial with the exception of BNML, where sheet was frozen
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to mimic its periodic nature. This step was then followed by further calculations,
including (i) height scan of the molecule perpendicular to the surface in incremental
steps of 0.1 Å and (ii) surface grid scan in steps of 0.25 Åat the height obtained in step
(i). These calculations were performed at each level of theory, including PBE (gas
phase), PBE-D2 (gas phase), and PBE-D2 (solvated). It is worth noting that a similar
procedure has been successfully employed to obtain the equilibrium configurations of
the complexes consisting of organic molecules interacting with graphene, CNT, and
BNNTs.[108, 109, 232]

To test the reliability of the cluster model, a comparison is made with the properties
calculated using the periodic supercell model[284] (Chapter 3 S1). For BNNT, the
bond lengths (RBN) along the tube axis and the zigzag direction are 1.45 and 1.47 Å,
respectively; periodic DFT calculations also showed the same values of (RBN ).[284]
For BNML, the calculated (RBN ) is 1.45 Å, which is in agreement with the previously
reported value of 1.45 Å.[284] The semi-ionic nature of bonding displayed in the
cluster model is similar to that predicted by the periodic model, with N having
negative charge in the 2-D lattice.[303] Both the ML and tubular configurations are
predicted to be semiconducting.[284] For the ML, the calculated energy gap between
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) is 4.1 eV, which compares well with the previously reported value of
4.6 eV obtained using DFT (B3LYP).[284] The calculated HOMO-LUMO gap in (5,0)
BNNT is 1.7 eV at the DFT (PBE) level of theory. BNNTs show band gap properties
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similar to those of their analogue CNT for tubes smaller than (15,0) or (15,15).[289]
In general, the inner electronic states interact with tubes having smaller diameter,
thereby reducing the band gap, as was calculated for zigzag-type (n,0) BNNTs.[385]

The α-amino acids contain amine (−N H2 ) and carboxylic acid (−COOH) groups,
which are connected with the α-C, forming the backbone of amino acids. Each amino
acid is characterized by its side chain attached to the α-C. The side chains range
from one hydrogen atom to an indole group, giving each a unique functionality. The
backbones form polypeptide chains, which then fold to form a complex protein structure. In a recent calculation, a methyl group (CH3 ) is used to represent a termination
of the backbone, mimicking the protein configuration in a computationally efficient
way.[283] Amino acid analogues are then defined as [CH3 − R] molecules consisting
of the side chain (R) and the α-C terminated by three H atoms (5.6). This approximation is similar to the one employed previously with the exception that the α-C
atom is also excluded from the configurations.[283, 286]

Each amino acid has specific pKa (i.e., logarithmic acid dissociation constant) values
for the dissociation of each proton. The pKa of the Asp side chain is 3.65, indicating
that the side chain can be protonated or deprotonated. The calculated results find
small differences between the protonated and deprotonated structures at the PBED2 level of theory (e.g., RO−C is 1.21 (1.26) Åand the RC−C is 1.53 (1.59) Å in the
protonated (deprotonated) Asp). This is also the case with Arg, where RN H2 −C is
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1.35 (1.40) Åand the RC−N is 1.33 (1.40) Åin the protonated (deprotonated) Arg.

As biological processes occur in a solvated environment, inclusion of the effect of such
environment in a theoretical model is necessary for accurate calculations. This fact
has also been brought out by calculations on glycine-conjugated BNNT.[285] In this
study, the implicit solvation was modeled using a PCM.[226] This model simulates
the solvent by representing it as a homogenous continuum medium with a dielectric
constant of 78.36 (for water). The adsorption energy of amino acids interacting with
the BN nanomaterials is then calculated using the following equation

Eadsorption = Ecomplex − (Enanomaterial + Emolecule ) − EBSSE

(5.1)

where Ecomplex is the total energy of a bioconjugated complex, Enanomaterial is the total
energy of BNML or BNNT, Emolecule is the total energy of the amino acids considered,
and EBSSE is the BSSE, which was calculated using the counterpoise method.[34] The
BSSE can only be calculated for the gas phase. NBO analysis was also conducted on
the conjugated NT to characterize the nature of bonding of the chemisorbed states
in the conjugated BNNT complexes.[100]
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Figure 5.6: Chemical structures of the amino acids considered. The first
column is the amino acid in its zwitterionic form, followed by the analogues
in different protonated states. In the analogues, the backbone is replaced by
a −CH3 group.
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Figure 5.7: Cluster models of BN nanomaterials: (left) BNML represented
by the (B49 N49 H22 ) cluster and (right) (5,0) BNNT represented by the
(B50 N50 H10 ) cluster. The cluster edge atoms are passivated with H atoms
(atomic symbols: N (blue), B (pink), and H (white)).

5.5

Results & Discussion

To benchmark the calculated results, we first report the gas- phase results of Trp-,
Arg-, and Asp-conjugated BN nanomaterials. Later, results of the solvated-phase
calculations considering the different protonated states of Arg and Asp interacting
with BN nanomaterials are presented.

In gas phase, the calculated results are in qualitative agreement (Table S1 of the
Supporting Information) with those obtained using the periodic supercell models.[232,
283] For all cases, the D2 term shows its importance in capturing contributions from
dispersive interactions, which are generally dominant in the conjugated complexes
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considered.

It is known that the interaction of Trp with nanomaterials is governed by long-range
dispersive interactions, with a capability of forming weak ionic bonds in a conjugated
system. Calculations at the density functional theory (DFT) (Perdew, Becke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE)) level of theory find the adsorption energy to be +0.02 eV for Trpconjugated BNML. Inclusion of the D2 term yields the value of -0.74 eV for BNML.
This is not the case with Trp-conjugated BNNT, where the increase in adsorption
energy is small after including the D2 term. The calculated adsorption energies are
-0.74 and -0.29 eV for BNML and BNNT, respectively, at the DFT (PBE-D2) level
of theory. The reduced surface area of the BNNT decreases the interaction with Trp
relative to that available for BNML. This is what has also been seen for the cases of
organic molecules interacting with the BN nanomaterials in the gas phase.[7, 232, 284]

Inclusion of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction term lowers the adsorption energy while maintaining the hierarchy of the interaction strength: protonated Asp < deprotonated Arg < Trp < deprotonated Asp < protonated Arg toward
BNML and Trp < protonated Asp < protonated Arg < deprotonated Arg < deprotonated Asp toward BNNT (Table S2). The calculations involving the interaction of
BNML with amino acids were performed with the ML frozen; relaxing the ML configuration only slightly lowered the adsorption energy. The calculated difference in the
adsorption energy of Asp interacting with the frozen and relaxed MLs was about 0.01
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Table 5.1
Amino Acid-Conjugated BN Nanomaterials in the Solvated Phase:
Adsorption Energy (Eads. ), Nearest-Neighbor (N.N.) Distance, Mulliken
Charge Transfer (∆Q), and Dipole Moment (D.M.) Obtained Using the
Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) at the DFT (PBE-D2) Level of
Theory

Amino Acid
Arg (p (+))
Asp (d (-))
Arg (d)
Asp (p)
Trp
Amino Acid
Arg (p)
Asp (d)
Arg (d)
Asp (p)
Trp

BNML
Eads. (eV)
N.N. (Å)
R (Å)
-0.92
R(NM L − H) 2.61
-0.57
R(BM L − H) 2.61
-0.96
R(BM L − H) 2.61
-0.67
R(NM L − H) 2.79
-1.04
R(BM L − H) 2.55
(5,0) BNNT
Eads. (eV)
N.N. (Å)
R (Å)
-0.85
R(BN T − N ) 1.86
-2.17
R(BN T − O)
1.51
-2.12
R(BN T − N ) 1.58
-1.23
R(BN T − O)
1.59
-0.71
R(NN T − H) 2.88

∆Q (e)
-0.1
+0.1
≈ 0.0
≈ 0.0
≈ 0.0

D.M. (D)
15.0
11.6
5.9
7.4
1.2

∆Q (e)
+0.1
+0.6
+0.4
+0.3
+0.1

D.M. (D)
27.9
13.4
14.8
12.8
7.3

eV at the DFT (PBE-D2) level of theory. The results for the tubular configurations
were obtained by constraint-free optimization of BNNT interacting with amino acids.

In the solvated phase, the calculated adsorption energies of Arg, Asp, and Trp interacting with the BNML and the (5,0) BNNT obtained at the DFT (PBE-D2) level of
theory are listed in Table 1. The calculated nearest-neighbor distances between the
amino acids and BN nanomaterials, Mulliken charge transfer, and dipole moments
associated with the equilibrium configurations are also given in Table 1. The calculated equilibrium configurations of amino acids interacting with BNML and BNNT
are displayed in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and S1.
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Arg (p)

Arg (d)

Asp (d)

Asp (p)

Figure 5.8: Calculated equilibrium configurations of Arg- and Aspconjugated BNML (atomic symbols: N (blue), B (pink), C (black), and
H (white)).

When conjugated with the BNML, the interactions are dominated by the long-range
dispersive interactions, yielding physisorbed configurations (Figure 5.8). This is affirmed by the noticeable increase in the adsorption energies after the inclusion of
the D2 correction term in calculations; the BNML-conjugated complexes show an
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Arg (p)

Arg (d)

Asp (d)

Asp (p)

Figure 5.9: Calculated equilibrium configurations of Arg- and Aspconjugated BNNT (atomic symbols: N (blue), B (pink), C (black), and
H (white)).

order of magnitude increase in the adsorption energies relative to that of the BNNTconjugated complexes (Table S2). In the solvated phase, the protonated or deprotonated Arg and Asp interacting with BN nanomaterials have similar adsorption
energies (-0.57 to -0.96 eV) and near-neighbor distances (2.61-2.79 Å). A negligible
charge transfer occurs in BNML complexes, and the charged BNML complexes have
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a higher dipole moment relative to that of neutral BNML complexes as expected.

For BNNT, the calculated results show a difference between the chemisorbed configurations of the protonated and deprotonated complexes (Figure 5.9). The protonated
Arg (i.e., Arg(+)) forms a bond between N (amino group) and B (tubular surface)
atoms, with the near-neighbor distance and adsorption energy of 1.86 Å and -0.85 eV,
respectively. Mulliken charge analysis shows a small charge transfer between Arg(+)
and BNNT. The protonated Asp prefers to interact with the O (carboxyl group) in
the equilibrium configuration, with the near-neighbor distance and adsorption energy
of 1.59 Å and -1.23 eV, respectively; a larger charge transfer from the BNNT to
Asp also accompanies it. The increased electro- negativity of oxygen in Asp yields
a stronger interaction of the protonated Asp with BNNT. The interaction energies
and distances are summarized in Figure 5.10. The deprotonated Arg and Asp interact with the BNNT to form stable complexes, where Asp and Arg are chemisorbed
on the NT surface with a higher adsorption energy of about -2.1 eV and a smaller
near-neighbor distance of 1.5-1.6 Å. The nearest-neighbor distance of Arg-conjugated
BNNT (i.e., R(BNNT-N)) is similar to that of the cubic BN[266], suggesting a sp3 type bond at the tubular surface. A higher charge transfer from BN nanomaterials
to the deprotonated Arg and Asp suggests the interaction to be partially ionic in the
conjugated complexes. It should be noted that the deprotonated Arg and Asp exist
together only at a basic pH. The low pKa value (3.86) of Asp does not facilitate its
coexistence with Arg at a neutral pH.
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Figure 5.10: Physisorbed vs chemisorbed configurations in the solvated
phase: adsorption energy vs near-neighbor distance of amino acid- conjugated BN complexes. The red triangles are the BNML systems and the blue
circles are the (5,0) nanotube.

To ascertain the nature of bonding in chemisorbed configurations, natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis is performed for the BNNT complexes. For deprotonated amino
acids, BBN N T atom on the tubular surface changes its local environment; originally,
its characteristic is a strained sp 1.9-2.2 bond. When conjugated, the B atom accommodates the newly formed bonds with the neighboring N-BNNT atoms. The bond
characteristics are sp 2.83 (sp 2.71), sp 2.92 (sp 3.02), and sp 2.86 (sp 2.71) for the
deprotonated Arg (Asp(-))-conjugated complexes, whereas the bond characteristic of
the BB N N T − NAA (OAA ) bond is predicted to be sp 3.42 (sp 3.66) for the deprotonated Arg (Asp-) conjugated complexes. The tubular surface atoms, therefore, form
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Figure 5.11: Deprotonated Arg interacting with BNML (left) and (5,0)
BNNT (right) in the presence of several water molecules (atoms: H (white),
B (pink), C (gray), N (blue), and O (red)).

sp3-like bonds in the deprotonated complexes. Interestingly, the protonated amino
acids show sp2-like characteristics with a larger p-orbital contribution from B-BNNT
atom in the conjugated complexes. The B-BNNT bonds are predicted to have characteristics of sp 2.28 (sp 2.56), sp 2.41 (sp 2.57), and sp 2.43 (sp 2.63) for Arg(+)
(Asp)- conjugated complexes. The bond characteristic of the BBN N T −NAA (OAA )
bond is sp 7.99 (sp 5.06) for the Arg+ (Asp) complexes.

The calculated adsorption energies are in a stark contrast with the results of a recent
DFT (B3LYP-D2) study[311] employing a finite cluster model. For the cases of Arg
and Asp interacting with BNML, the reported energy values20 are -172.21 kcal/mol (7.46 eV) and -156.96 kcal/mol (-6.81 eV), respectively. These values seem inconsistent
as they are significantly higher relative to the PBE-D2 results together with the results
of the periodic supercell model employing the B3LYP-D2 functional form.[283]
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Considering that Trp is a nonpolar aromatic amino acid, investigation of an interaction of Trp with BN nanomaterials in the solvated phase can quantify the effect
of solvated phase with reference to gas-phase results. In the solvated phase, Trp
stabilizes in the physisorbed configurations with π-stacking interactions with the indole ring of Trp and BN nanomaterials, as was the case in the gas phase (Figure
S2). The calculated results agree with recent experimental results, suggesting physisorption of Trp on BNML.[215] In the solvated phase, the calculated results show
that the interaction strength with BNML follows the order of deprotonated Arg >
protonated Arg(+) > protonated Asp > deprotonated Asp(-). This is slightly different for BNNT, with the hierarchy being deprotonated Asp(-) > deprotonated Arg
> protonated Asp > protonated Arg(+). The interaction strength in terms of the
adsorption energy shows a contrasting behavior for BNML and BNNT complexes;
BNMLs prefer to form physisorbed complexes irrespective of the charge states of
amino acids, and BNNTs prefer to form chemisorbed complexes via the formation of
a covalent bond dictated by either dominant p-type (e.g., protonated Arg) or s-type
(e.g., deprotonated Asp) electronic states.

We are aware of the fact that the PCM may not accurately represent the interaction
of amino acids with water molecules. In general, the presence of H-bond networks between the amino acid-conjugated complexes in the solvated phase is likely to modify
the equilibrium geometries. This fact was examined for the case of deprotonated Arg
interacting with both the BNML and BNNT using explicit solvation by including six
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water molecules. The calculated results shown in Figure 5.11 reflect the configurations
obtained using the implicit solvation model. The conclusion is that the topological
variation determines the physisorbed versus chemisorbed state for amino acids interacting with BN nanomaterials. Furthermore, it is found that water molecules do not
dominate the interface between the amino acids and the BN nanomaterials. Interestingly, both theoretical and experimental studies revealed the hydrophobic nature of
pristine BNNT.[202, 283]

It should be noted here that capturing of the the physics and chemistry of the solvation
effect by the PCM was demonstrated in a theoretical study of the zwitterionic forms of
glycine and alanine.[51] Our recent study of the interaction of DNA with chalcogenide
quantum dots also shows an effective screening of the electrostatic interaction between
QD and DNA by the solvation model.[346] Considering that Figure 5.11 represents the
results of limited DFT calculations, we plan to use the molecular dynamics method
to obtain a detailed atomistic view of the interface of amino acid-conjugated BN
nanomaterials in the solvated phase.

5.6

Summary

The interactions of neutral and charged amino acid analogues with BN nanomaterials
are investigated in a solvated environment using the implicit solvation model. The
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calculated results based on DFT show that the deprotonated states of the polar amino
acids facilitate the formation of chemically bound states between the donor electron
moieties (i.e., O(Asp) and N(Arg)) and the NT surface of BBN N T . In the absence
of curvature for the BNML, the amino acids form physisorbed complexes, which are
governed by dispersive interactions. The calculated results show that BNNTs would
have the ability to immobilize proteins through strong interactions with the acidic
and basic amino acids and therefore can be used in health-related applications.
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Chapter 6

AIMD Investigation of Boron
Nitride Nanotubes
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6.1

Introduction

To gain an understanding of the bio-nano interface, explicit solvent models need
to be taken into account. Traditional density functional theory calculations have a
limited scope. With AIMD methods, dynamics and temperature can be added to the
model to uncover the dynamic nature at the interface. Most groups approach the
simulations using traditional force fields to model the interface behavior. In 2008,
the density and behavior of water molecules inside and outside of four different sized
carbon nanotubes were simulated using Lennard-Jones potentials.[326]

Work on boron nitride nanotubes and water have been investigated by various groups
over the past decade. Until recently the groups used classical molecular dynamics
to investigate the water boron-nitride interaction. Most of the investigations [105,
191, 362, 363] trace their Lennard-Jones parameters from the DREIDING generic
force field.[222] In the force field the LJ potentials for boron were found through
interpolation and nitrogen was taken from a study of azahydrocarbons.[358]

Wu et. al. investigated the water contact angle after deriving bulk h-BN force field
parameters from quantum Monte Carlo simulations.[365] Some groups like, Hilder
et.al, performed CPMD simulations to calculate the interactions energies of water and
nanotubes using the BLYP functional to fit new LJ parameters for (5,5) nanotubes.
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[132] Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulations on a monolayer of h-BN,
where the peak density of about 4 g/cm3 was observed about 3.1 Å.[165] AIMD
graphene and h-BN using the optB88-vdW functional.[330]

6.2

Computational Details

Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD)[39] simulations in canonical ensemble
at 300K were performed for for the interface between boron nitride nanomaterials
and Amino Acids. The pseudopotential plane-wave density functional theory (DFT)
[176] module within the NWChem package[334] was used. The PBE [259] form of the
GGA was used for the exchange-correlation functional. The core-valence interactions
of the B, C, N, and O atoms were approximated using norm-conserving Hamann type
pseudopotentials[122, 123], in the separable form of Kleinman and Bylander.[170]
The Kohn-Sham wave functions and charge density were expanded using plane waves
basis up to a kinetic energy cutoffs of 100 and 200 Ry. The Γ(~k = 0) point was used
to sample the Brillouin zone for all simulations.

A fictitious electron mass of 750 au and simulation times step of 5 au (0.121 fs) was
used. The temperature was controlled by the Nose-Hoover thermostat.[139, 242] The
intermolecular water interaction was modeled by the rigid body SPC/E potential.[26]
For the C, O, H the derived QM/MM potentials from Cauët et.al were used[41] and
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the for boron and nitrogen the boron-nitride nanotube potentials from Hilder et.al
were utilized[132].

With the cells being periodic in two directions and needing at least 10 Å of space
to mitigate image contributions, the cell volumes were dictated by the distances between the mirror images of the amino acids. The density of water in the cells was
approximately 1 g/cm3 . The QM/MM models were run for 13.30 ps and the AIMD
models were run for 6.65 ps

For the simulations a monolayer and two boron-nitride nanotube were used. The
sheet was 15.1 Å x 15.1 Å containing 85 atoms, The (5,0) boron-nitride nanotube has
a length of 12.8 Å with containing 78 atoms and the (8,0) boron-nitride nanotube
has a length of 4.3 Å with containing 40 atoms. Each system had at least 10 Å of
vacuum space between mirror images.

6.3

Results and Discussion

The first step for the simulations using an explicit solvent is to find the most cost
efficient parameters for each system. If possible, a QM/MM model would drastically
reduce the cost of the simulations and allow for longer and more complex simulations.
Previous studies (See Chapter 5) have shown that smaller nanotubes tend to be more
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chemical active, this includes water [284]. Finding which boron-nitride structures
will work for each model is the first step. In Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 the density
of water is calculated from six different simulations. There are two simulations for
each structure, (5,0) nanotube, (8,0) nanotube, and monolayer h-BN, a QM/MM
simulations and an AIMD simulation.

Figure 6.1: The last snapshot of the AIMD simulation containing a (5,0)
boron nitride nanotube with water molecules surrounding it. The simulation cell has periodic boundary conditions implemented, leading to an infinite
tube. The small radius tube has large amount of strain leading to the hydrolyzation of the nanotube as seen by formation of chemical bonds with
water.
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Figure 6.2: The last snapshot of the AIMD simulation containing a (8,0)
boron nitride nanotube with water molecules surrounding it. The simulation
cell has periodic boundary conditions implemented, leading to an infinite
tube. Due to the solvation conditions some water molecules are present on
the inside of the nanotube for the large size nanotube. The small radius tube
has large amount of strain leading to the hydrolyzation of the nanotube as
seen by formation of chemical bonds with water.

This effect is smaller than the (5,0) nanotube as shown by Figure 6.5
To calculate the density profiles of water histograms were generated that binned the
water for each time-step as a function of distance from the nanomaterial surface and
averaged them. For the monolayer bins were rectangles with the dimensions of the
sheet (15.1 Å x 15.1 Å) and a depth of 0.250 Å. The nanotubes water density were
calculated in a similar fashion, but the bins were hollow cylinders that were centered
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Figure 6.3: The last snapshot of the AIMD simulation containing a monolayer h-BN sheet with water molecules surrounding it. The simulation cell
has periodic boundary conditions implemented, leading to an infinite sheet.
The flat surface reduces any strain to zero and the hydrolyzation of the sheet
nanotube does not occur, all of the water interactions are long-ranged.

around the middle of the nanotube. The height is equal to the length of the tube
and a thickness of δr, the volume of each bin increased as the distance from the tube
increased. Where δr is the bin size of 0.250 Å.

The parameters governing the water molecules purely mechanical for the QM/MM
model. Using the same force fields parameters leads to the identical density curves
in Figure 6.4. It is known that the smaller radii nanotubes will have a more reactive
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Figure 6.4: The density of water for a QM/MM model where the substrate,
boron-nitride, is treated with DFT and the water molecules are simulated
using the SPC/E potentials.

surface leading to the formation of chemical bonds. It is not known when the shift
from reactive nanotubes to inert boron-nitride nanotubes occurs. The force field that
has been selected was parameterized for a (5,5) nanotube by Hilder et. al.[132] This
did not allow for the electronic structure of the water to be modeled and react to the
surface of the nanotube. As shown in the Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 the monolayer
had similar features, with the first peaks occurring around 3Å. The monolayer did
not undergo hydrolyzation, this is also seen in other simulations [165, 349]. The
monolayer is known to be chemically inert[101] as are most experimental nanotubes.
For the more reactive nanotubes[284], (5,0) and (8,0), the nanotubes start to undergo
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hydrolysis as shown by the initial peaks in Figure 6.5 at 2 Å. The (5,0) nanotube is
more reactive leading to the a larger density near the surface of the nanotube. The
bonds forming on the nanotube surface can be seen in the following Figures 6.1 and
6.2.
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Figure 6.5: The density of water for AIMD calculations, the peaks around
two Å are water molecules bonding to the surface of the (5,0) and (8,0)
nanotube.

6.4

Summary

A brief report is given for the work that will lead to the future direction of this
research. To accurately simulate the bio-nanomaterial interface AIMD methods will
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need to be utilized in cases where the force fields fail. It has been shown that QM/MM
methods do not accurately predict the surface behavior when it comes to interactions
with ”simple” water molecules. In this research, along with the the work presented in
Chapter 5, it has been shown that additional care needs to be taken when considering
boron-nitride nanotubtes for biological applications.
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Chapter 7

Stability, Elastic and Electronic
Properties of a novel BN2 sheet
with extended hexagons with N-N
bonds

See Appendix E for reproduction permission.
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7.1

Introduction

The ’materials by design’ approach using state-of-art computational tools has led to
new experimental discoveries that have pushed the forefronts of materials science.
In recent years, this approach has generated deeper insight into the physics and
chemistry of the next generation materials with the help of tools and resources which
allow for high-throughput calculations with utilities such as genetic and particleswarm algorithms [269, 345]. Furthermore, there exists a wealth of knowledge on the
structures of known materials which subsequently has led to suggest new combinations
of atoms to create new materials that are stable and can then be synthesized.

Theory has anticipated many new materials which were synthesized in the scientific
laboratories. An example of this is the academic discussion of Dirac cones in monolayer graphite [74]. Thirty years later the discovery of what we know now as graphene
was announced [243]. White graphene referred to as a h-BN monolayer, soon followed
with theoretical predictions [359] and then it’s synthesis [104, 154]. More recently this
tradition has continued with Borophene, first predicted in 2014 [267] and then synthesized in 2015 [217]. Materials, outside of the B-C-N group, have also been predicted
and synthesized, e.g. silicene [89, 119, 338].

The foundation for the 2-D family of the B-C-N materials was set with the discovery
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of both graphene and the h-BN monolayer. Since then numerous materials in the B-N
family have been predicted using first-principles methods based on density functional
theory. Some of the carbon-based 2-D materials include α Graphyne/BNyne [248],
6-6-12 Graphyne hetero-structures [214], and Graphdiyne [204]. Due to the similar
chemistry, between C atoms and B/N atoms, many of the carbon-based materials
also have B-N analogues [200]. Following the prediction of penta-graphene [384], the
stability of BN sheets with similar structures, penta-BN and penta-BN2 , have been
reported [200]. These structures form pentagons with penta-BN having B-N, B-B and
N-N bonds with semiconducting properties. On the other hand, penta-BN2 shares a
similar morphology as penta-BN, but with N-N bonds with metallic properties.

Following the pentagonal and hexagonal structures of B-C-N materials, we now consider a network of extended hexagons with N-N bonds forming a BN2 monolayer.
The material proposed, BN2 , has a similar structure to both graphene and h-BN.
BN2 contains the same constituent atoms as the insulating monolayer of h-BN, while
possessing metallic properties. There is, however, a reduction in symmetry that allows for the anisotropic nature of the material’s mechanical properties. Calculations
based on density functional theory (DFT) find this BN2 structure to be stable. This
material has similar structural motifs that would enable it to be present at boundaries
between graphene/graphene, h-BN/h-BN monolayers and graphene/h-BN monolayer
hybrid sheets. Note that these extended hexagons are not regular hexagons typically
associated with graphene, and the bonded nitrogen atoms (N-N) modify the hexagon
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structure of the h-BN monolayer. If synthesized or discovered this materials will not
replace graphene or h-BN in applications or systems. It would, however, provide a
novel material that can be exploited to solve current inefficiencies or develop new
devices.

7.2

Computational Model

Electronic structure calculations were performed using the generalized gradient approximation to DFT. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional with projectoraugmented-wave (PAW) pseudo-potentials [31, 180] as implemented in the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [179, 181, 182, 183] were used. The plane wave
cutoff energy was set to 900 eV. The convergence criteria for the energy was set to
10-5 eV, while the force was to set to 10-4 eV/Å. The Brillioun zone was sampled
with (7 x 21 x 1) and (7 x 21 x 3) Monkhorst-Pack grids [249] for the monolayer and
bilayer calculations. For the density of states calculations Gaussian smearing was set
to 0.05 eV, and the k-point grids were increased by a factor of four in all directions.
Bader’s charge analysis was performed using the code and methods given by [130].
Note that the semi-empirical vdW correction terms (D3) [112] were added for the
bilayer BN2 calculations.
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To investigate the stability of the BN2 monolayer, a larger supercell (2x2x1) was generated for calculations of the force constants, which was then used by the Phonopy
software [331]. The energy convergence criterion in the VASP calculations were increased to 10-8 eV to obtain the Hessian matrix for the Phonopy calculations. For
structure symmetry identification and high symmetry points, the Bilbao Crystallographic Server [10, 11, 12, 13, 321] and utilities within the Pymatgen library [269]
were used.

The cohesive energy of a monolayer was calculated using the following formula:

Ecohesive =

Estruc. − nEB − mEN
n+m

(7.1)

The interlayer binding energy for the bilayer was calculated using the following:

EBinding = EBilayer − 2EM onolayer

(7.2)

To calculate the elastic constants the Pymatgen library [269] was utilized to apply
the strain to the structures yielding stress-strain data for both the monolayer and
bilayer. For the monolayer, the calculation of the in-plane Young’s modulus involved
steps in which the stresses were multiplied by the cell thickness (c), following the
procedures of [353] and [258]. The lattice parameter varied with a strain () of -2.0%
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to 2.0% with a mesh of 0.2% and -1.0% to 1.0% with a mesh of 0.1% for the offdiagonal components. This approach resulted in 20 calculations for each direction of
deformation in the lattice. Larger strains were considered, but 2.0% was chosen to
limit the stress-strain relationship to a linear regime, as was done in previous studies
[217, 350].

To calculate the elastic constants the following formula was used:

σij = Cijkl ηkl

(7.3)

where σij is the 3x3 stress matrix (Cauchy in this case), Cijkl is the stiffness tensor,
and ηkl is a 3x3 strain matrix. Using Voigt notation the indices can be reduced to
[244]:
σI = CIJ ηJ

(7.4)

Where η is calculated using the following:

1
η = (F T F − I)
2

(7.5)

where F is the deformation gradient tensor and I is the identity matrix. Solving for
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the elastic constants CIJ we get:


T
σI ηJ+ ≈ CIJ

(7.6)

where ηJ+ is calculated using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse as implemented in
the NumPy library [336]. Due to the least square fitting, ≈ is used to imply that an
exact solution is not found.

The deformation gradient tensors for the orthorhombic case are [230]:
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where λ11 = 1 + 11 , λ22 = 1 + 22 , etc.

Using symmetry the stiffness tensor can be reduced to reflect the unique elements
needed to describe an orthorhombic system. The matrix is symmetric across the
diagonal and only the unique elements are given in Equation 7.8.
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(7.8)

For the monolayer case the matrix in Equation 7.8 is reduced from nine (CIJ ) constants to four (CIJ ) constants. The deformation gradient tensor F11 , F22 , F12 and
F66 are used to apply uniaxial (F11 ,F22 ), shear strain (F12 ) and biaxial (F66 ) strain
to the monolayer. With the reduction of elements due to symmetry and dimensionality, the following are the stiffness tensor for the isotropic (Left) graphene and h-BN
monolayer systems and the anisotropic (Right) BN2 systems [244] :
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C12
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C11
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(7.9)

where the anisotropic in-plane Young’s Modulus can be calculated using:

Earm =

C11 C22 − C12 C12
,
C11

Ezig =

C11 C22 − C12 C12
C22

(7.10)

For the isotropic materials (graphene and h-BN monolayer), where C11 = C22 , the
in-plane Young’s Modulus can be reduced down to the following:

E=

2
2
C11
− C12
C11
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(7.11)

The Poisson ratios are given as:

νxy =

7.3

7.3.1

C12
,
C22

νyx =

C12
C11

(7.12)

Results and Discussion

Monolayer

To establish the reliability and accuracy of the modeling elements, we have first
performed calculations on the well-characterized monolayers of graphene and h-BN.
The structural, elastic and electronic properties of graphene and h-BN monolayer
were well reproduced (Table 7.1) suggesting the reliability of the modeling elements
for calculations on BN2 .

Figure 7.1 displays the equilibrium configuration of the BN2 monolayer. It consists
of a network of hexagons with Amm2 (38) symmetry. These hexagons are distinctly
different from the regular hexagon shapes associated with the graphene and h-BN
monolayers. The unit cell contains two formula units with the lattice parameters
of a = 6.84 Å and b = 2.55 Å. Note that a large value of c (≈ 19 Å) was used to
provide an adequate vacuum distance between the mirror images in the periodic DFT
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calculations for the BN2 monolayer. In the equilibrium configuration, the sp2 bond
lengths (RB1N 2 ) are 1.50 Å which is larger than that of a h-BN monolayer (1.45 Å).
The bond extending to N1 /N3 from B2 /B1 has contracted to a more sp-like character
with a distance of 1.34 Å. The shortest bond, 1.29 Å, is between the neighboring
nitrogen atoms (N1 /N2 and N3 /N4 ) as shown in Figure 7.1. In the molecular BN2
with the (B-N-N) configuration, ab initio calculations report that the B-N and N-N
distances to be 1.51 and 1.15 Å [218]. Similarly, the N-N distance is reported to be
1.16, 1.14 and 1.13 Å in AlN2 , GaN2 and InN2 molecules [160].

To gain a better understanding of the nature of the bonding in this 2-D material,
calculations of the Bader charges were performed. Figure 7.1 (Right panel) shows
a charge of 0.9e (i.e. loss of 2.1e) associated with the B atoms. The N atoms with
lower coordination (N1 ,N3 ) have a charge of 6.0e (i.e. gain of 1.0e), whereas the other
nitrogen atoms (N2 ,N4 ) have a slightly higher charge of 6.1e (i.e. gain of 1.1e). Note
that the bonds are more ionic in a h-BN monolayer with the boron and nitrogen
having charges of 0.8e (loss of 2.2e) and 7.2e (i.e. gain of 2.2). This bond between
N3 and N4 atoms will yield the materials high in-plane Young’s modulus as shown in
the Section 7.3.3.
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Figure 7.1: The structure of BN2 (Top left). The unit cell consisting of two
B atoms (red) and four N atoms (blue) is outlined with the dashed (–) lines.
The lattice parameters, bond lengths and bond angles together with Bader
charges on each atom are also listed ( Table 7.1). Directions for the applied
strain 11 and 22 are shown. The AA stacked bilayer structure (Bottom) is
shown with the interlayer distance (c) of 3.17 Å.

7.3.2

Stability

Following Equation 7.1, the calculated cohesive energy (Ecohesive ) for the BN2 monolayer is found to be -7.64 eV/unit cell. In comparison, the calculated Ecohesive values of
graphene and h-BN monolayers are -9.26 and -8.79 eV/unit cell. The BN2 monolayer
with the N-N bond appears to be stable at the PBE-DFT level of theory. Note that
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Figure 7.2: Charge density of BN (left), BN2 (middle), graphene (right)
with an isovalue = 0.2e. The metallic, graphene and BN2 structures show a
delocalized electronic cloud as opposed the localized electronic cloud of the
semiconducting h-BN

ab initio calculations suggest the kinetic factors to determine the stability of BN2 as
a molecule with the (B-N-N) configuration [218].

To further establish the stability of the BN2 monolayer, phonon calculations are
performed. The calculated phonon dispersion relationship is shown in Figure 7.3.
Accordingly, the BN2 monolayer is dynamically stable considering that small imaginary frequencies (ω < 5cm−1 ) near Γ are likely to be due to numerical artifacts that
would dissipate if a larger super cell was taken into account or an increase in K-points
was considered in calculations. The maximum frequency associated with the optical
phonons is about 1700cm−1 , which may be associated with the stretching of the N-N
bond. The N-N bond stretching mode in AlN2 , GaN2 and InN2 molecules is 1887,
2036, and 2094 cm−1 [160]. In contrast, the maximum frequency in the h-BN monolayer is about 1400cm−1 associated with the stretching of the B-N bond [225]. For the
case of the BN2 molecule, the highest frequency mode is predicted to be about 1900
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Table 7.1
The calculated lattice parameters of graphene, h-BN, BN2 and bilayer
BN2 . Due to symmetry graphene and h-BN have reduced unique
parameters. The Atom/Bond/Angle numbers correspond to Figure 7.1.
The interlayer distance for the bilayer is 3.17 Å.

Symmetry
(#)
Lattice
Parameters (Å)
Bond length (Å)

Graphene
P 6/mmm
(191)
a = 2.47

BN
P 6̄m2
(187)
a = 2.51

C −C
1.42

B−N
1.45

CCC
120

BN B
120

Bond length (Å)
Bond length (Å)
Bond angle (◦ )
Bond angle (◦ )

BN2
Amm2
(38)
a = 6.84
b = 2.55
N1 − N2 (R1 )
1.29
B1 − N1 (R2 )
1.50
B1 − N2 (R3 )
1.34
N2 B1 N2 (θ1 )
116
N2 B1 N3 (θ2 )
122

BN2 Bilayer
Amm2
(38)
a = 6.84
b = 2.55
N1 − N2 (R1 )
1.29
B1 − N1 (R2 )
1.50
B1 − N2 (R3 )
1.34
N2 B1 N2 (θ1 )
116
N2 B1 N3 (θ2 )
122

cm−1 at ab initio level of theory [218]. The carbon analogue of the BN2 monolayer
was also investigated, but the presence of large imaginary frequencies (ω > 500cm−1 )
suggesting the instability of the carbon analogue.

7.3.3

Electronic Properties

The calculated band structure and density of states find the BN2 electronic properties
to be metallic with the states around the Fermi level are dominated by the in-plane
p-orbitals as shown in Figure 7.4. These in-plane orbitals are mainly associated with
N1 and N3 atoms with smaller contributions from N2 , N4 and B atoms (Figure 7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Calculated phonon dispersion (Left) and the associated phonon
density of states (Right) of BN2

. Note that the nitrogen atoms (N1 and N3 ) do not show a sp2 coordination in the
lattice. This is in contrast to the case of the h-BN monolayer for which all atoms are
all sp2 coordinated with network of alternating occupied out-of-plane pz orbitals that
do not overlap. In graphene, however, the out-of-plane pz orbitals give its conducting
properties. This can be shown in Figure 7.2 with the electron clouds of graphene and
BN2 being delocalized and h-BN is localized on the nitrogen atom. We find that the
metallic properties exhibited by BN2 can be attributed to the bonded nitrogen atoms
(N-N) in the lattice. This metallic behavior is similar to what has been reported for
penta-BN2 [200].
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Figure 7.4: Calculated band structure and density of states of the BN2
monolayer. (Left) orbital projected Color code: blue- s states, green -inplane px and py states, blue - out-of-plane pz states, grey- total density of
states. (Right) atomic projected Color code: blue - N1,3 states, green - N2,4
states, red-B states, and grey- total density of states.

7.3.4

Elastic Properties

Table 7.2 lists the calculated values of the elastic constants and Poisson’s ratios for
BN2 , together with those of graphene and the h-BN monolayer. First, we find a
noticeable feature associated with BN2 which shows the anisotropic behavior with
the elastic constants being C11 = 368.8 N/m, C12 = 47.2 N/m, and C22 = 153.3 N/m.
In the armchair direction, a Young’s modulus of 354.3 N/m is predicted suggesting
BN2 to be stiffer than graphene (343 N/m) and the h-BN monolayer (276.2 N/m). In
the zig-zag direction, a smaller modules of 147.3 N/m is predicted. The same trend
is exhibited for the Poisson’s ratio in the zigzag and armchair directions of the BN2
monolayer. The calculated elastic constants for graphene and the h-BN monolayer
are in agreement with the previously reported theoretical results as show in Table
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7.2 [258, 353]. For graphene, our calculated values of the elastic constants agree
when compared to experimental work of graphene on metal substrates [272]. For
example, the in-plane Young’s modulus of graphene on Pt(1111). Ru(0001), Ir(111),
BC3 /NbB2 (0001) substrates is 342 N/m.

When compared to other similar 2-D materials such as Penta-Graphene [384], PentaBN [200] and Penta-BN2 [200], the BN2 monolayer appears to be stiffer with a larger
Poisson’s ratio. The Young’s modulus for penta-Graphene [384], penta-BN [200], and
penta-BN2 [200] are reported to be 263.8, 133, and 224 N/m.
Table 7.2
Calculated elastic constants (Cxx ), in-plane Young’s modulus defined in
Equation 7.10 (Earm/zig ), and Poisson’s ratio (ν) defined in Equation 7.12
for graphene and monolayers of h-BN and BN2 . C66 is computed using
strain and stress data. Units are in N/m, except for ν which is unitless. 1)
[353] 2) [258]

C11
C12
C13
C22
C23
C33
C44
C55
C66
EArm
EZig
νxy
νyx

Graphene1
358.1
60.4

This Work
353.7
61.7

BN2
293.2
66.1

This Work
290.5
64.4

BN2
368.8
47.2
153.3

348

144.9
343.0

278.3

113.1
276.2

0.169

0.17

0.2176

0.22
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58.7
354.3
147.3
0.31
0.13

Bilayer
357.7
45.5
-5.2
107.3
-22.7
5.0
0.4
0.4
50.2

0.42
0.13

All previously reported structures are isotropic which leads to C11 = C22 , the directions then have identical Young’s Modulus and Poisson ratio for the 11 and 22
directions. For the symmetric values, e.g C11 = C22 , the values are identical, but due
to numerical procedures there are slight variations. To address this discrepancy the
average of each of these values are presented in Table 7.2. A similar procedure was
done for the off-diagonal terms, due to the mirrored terms in the CIJ tensor.
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7.3.5

Bilayer

Next, we considered the case of the bilayer BN2 stacked in either AA or AB configuration. The AB stacked bilayer configuration was generated by rotating the second
layer by 180◦ with respect to the first layer. The AA stacked bilayer configuration
consists of atoms of the first layer are on top of the atoms of the second layer (Figure
7.1). In the equilibrium configuration obtained at the PBE+D3-DFT level of theory,
the interlayer distance is calculated to be 3.17 Å for both stacking configurations. The
calculated binding energy (Equation 7.2) of the AA and AB- stacked configuration
is found to be -0.28 eV and -0.22 eV suggesting the AA-stacked bilayer to be energetically preferred. The calculated band structure and density of states predict the
bilayer to be metallic displaying features similar to those obtained for the monolayer
(Figure 7.5).

The bilayer mechanical properties has similar in-plane properties when compared to
the monolayer. C11 has a difference of about 10 N/m, C12 by about 2 N/m, C66 by
about 9 N/m. The largest difference is in the C22 term with a difference of about 45
N/m. The extra dimension added by the layer requires more elastic constants, which
are expected to be small due to the long-ranged interactions (Cx3 , C44 , C55 ). C13 has
a value of -5.2 N/m, C23 -22.7 N/m, C33 5.0 N/m, C44 and C55 0.4 N/m. The change
in C22 resulted in a greater value of νxy , 0.42.
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Figure 7.5: Calculated band structures and density of states of the AA
BN2 bilayer. (Left) orbital projected Color code: blue- s states, green- inplane px and py states, blue: out-of-plane pz states, grey-total density of
states. (Right) atomic projected Color code: blue - N1,3 states, green- N2,4
states, red- B states, grey - total density of states.

7.4

Summary

A new B-N monolayer material (BN2 ) consisting of a network of extended hexagons
was predicted to be stable with a comparable value of the cohesive energy relative
to that of the h-BN monolayer. The distinguishable nature of this 2-D material was
found to be the presence of the bonded N atoms (N-N) in the lattice. The highest
phonon frequency carries the signature of the N-N bond in the 2-D lattice. The monolayer is predicted to be metallic with in-plane p states dominating the Fermi level.
We find that the monolayer exhibits anisotropic mechanical properties that surpass
graphene in the armchair direction. This anisotropy may lead to novel applications
in the future if some challenges are overcome in the synthesis this material.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

For electronic structure calculations, the optimization problem needs to be taken
to a grander scale. In the past modeling elements, e.g cutoff energies and k-point
meshes, were optimized to make problems tractable, now this a trivial aspect of
simulations. While these series and meshes cannot be set to infinity, they can be set to
default values that capture the relevant physics associated with the given proble. The
difficulties now lay in the determining the parameter space, how many permutations
of a structure should be investigated and what rules can we apply to limit this space.
Previously researchers only had the capabilities to look at a few select materials at
a time. State-of-the-art calculations are oriented around discovery a material for a
problem instead by searching hundreds if not thousands of potential candidates.[60,
304] We must integrate each computational tool that we have at our disposal to
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solve problems on a multi-scale level, from all electron calculations to continuum
mechanics to the laboratory bench. Researchers are building work flows that allow
for high-throughput calculations. This requires a substantial amount of automation
that must be done with care and thought.

In this dissertation, the ground work for a general understanding of the chemistry and
physics for boron-nitride was gained. A few data points were filled in and disseminated
to the public. We have only looked in to a handful of vectors for amino acids and gold
to interact with pristine boron-nitride. The potential chemistry that can occur that
have not been included are limitless. For the physiological setting there are countless
other molecules that can interact and potentially degrade the desired properties of
the structures. The inclusion of water can potentially change the chemistry that are
possible.

Molecular dynamics simulations have the ability to simulate large number of atoms,
but their limitation is that it can only simulate atoms and not electrons. The force
fields can only simulate the chemistry that has been fitted. This issue can be eliminated by using first principles molecular dynamics. The trade of with the increased
accuracy is the cost of the simulation, the size of the system is greatly reduced.

This is a challenging task with no clear solution, but to move to greater scientific
horizons, it must be tackled. Now the scale of investigation needs to be expanded,
large programs need to be built to generate and utilize large amount of data. The
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last work that was conducted in this work, Chapter 6, the work transitioned from
traditional DFT calculations to ab initio simulations. Explicit water, temperature
and time were introduced into the model. The need to model the changing electronic
structure due to the complexity of the morphologies of the surfaces has been shown.
To continue the work free-energy methods will be used to quantify the interactions
in the complex environment.
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Appendix A

Bra-ket Notation

In 1939, Paul Dirac introduced the bra-ket notation (Dirac notation) in an attempt to
simplify and aid in the development of quantum mechanics.[72] The ”bra” is used to
represent a column vector and the ”ket” is used to represent the Hermitian conjugate
(row vector).





 Ψ1 
 
 
Ψ 

 2

hΨ| = 
 .  |Ψi = Ψ1
 .. 
 
 
 
Ψn

Ψ2

...

Ψn



In this notation a inner or scalar product is represented as follows
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(A.1)

ha|αi

(A.2)

instead of using the previous notation, where the form would look like this.

ψα αΨ

(A.3)

Expectations values of observables also saw a reduction in notation.

ψ(q 0 )|α|Ψ(q 00 ) = hq 0 | α |q 00 i

(A.4)

When equation 2.57 is expanded into its full form the effort to simplify the notation
becomes apparent.

R ∗
Ψ ĤΨdx
hΨ| Ĥ |Ψi
E[Ψ] =
= R ∗
hΨ|Ψi
Ψ Ψdx
where x spans some Hilbert space.
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Appendix B

Units

B.1

Unit Conversions
Table B.1
Common conversions for units of energy in chemistry and physics. The
values were obtained from the Atoms and Molecules by Karplus and Porter
[162]

1 hartree
1 hartree
1
1 eV
3.6750 ∗ 10−2
1 kcal/mol 1.5936 ∗ 10−3
1 kj/mol
3.8088 ∗ 10−4
−1
1 cm
4.5563 ∗ 10−6

1 eV
27.211
1
4.3363 ∗ 10−2
1.0364 ∗ 10−2
1.2398 ∗ 10−4
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1 kcal/mol
627.50
23.061
1
2.3900 ∗ 10−1
2.8591 ∗ 10−3

1 kj/mol
2625.5
96.487
4.1840
1
1.1963 ∗ 10−2

1 cm−1
219470
8065.7
349.76
83.593
1

B.2

Atomic Units

Through the body of work atomic units are used for the equations. This allows for
terms to cancel and reduce the complexity and bloat in the equations.

ĤΨ(r) = EΨ(r)

(B.1)

The Hamiltonian can then be split up into three separate operators

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂N e + V̂ee

(B.2)

T [ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy operator, VN e [ρ(r)] is the attractive potential operator
between the electrons and nuclei and Vee [ρ(r)] is the repulsive potential operator
between electrons. They can be expanded into more familiar terms

h −~2
2m

∇2 +

Ze
e2 i
+
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r)
4π0 R 4π0 r0

(B.3)

Where R is the distance between the electron and nucleus and r0 is the distance
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between electrons. Here is where Table B.2 can be incorporated to simplify the prefactors of each term. The following terms, me , e, ~, and 1/4π0 , all become one.
Table B.2
Description of the four fundamental constants of Atomic Units (set to
unity) and their SI equivalent. Many sources are available, but this table
was adapted from Wikipedia.[356] with the units significant figures reduced
to the third decimal place. all other Atomic units can be derived from the
stated changes in value.

Name
Electron Rest Mass
Elementary Charge
Reduced Planck’s Constant
Coulomb Force Constant

Symbol
me
e
~ = h/2π
ke = 1/4π0

SI Value
9.109 ∗ 10−31 kg
1.602 ∗ 10−19 C
1.055 ∗ 10−34 J ∗ s
8.988 ∗ 109 kg ∗ m3 /s2 C 2

With atomic units, the equations now takes the following form

N
hX
i=1

X 1i
1 2 X 1
− ∇ +
+
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r)
2
Riα
r
i<j ij
i=1
N

N

(B.4)

Riα is the distance between the ith electron and the nucleus α, rij is the distance
between the ith and jth electron.

N
X

N

N

X
X 1
1
Ĥ =
v(ri ) +
(− ∇2i ) +
2
r
i=1
i<j ij
i=1
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2.1.7 the Article expressly acknowledges any third party funding and/or potential conflicts of interest;
and
2.1.8 any supplementary material or video abstract is the original work of the Named Authors, or is the
property of the Copyright Owner, or permission has been obtained from its owner(s) for its publication
by IOP and permission has been obtained for the inclusion of any third party content.
2.2 The Named Authors and/or the Copyright Owner (as appropriate) indemnify and will keep
indemnified IOP against all costs and expenses suffered or incurred by IOP as a result of and/or arising
out of any breach of the representations and/or warranties in this section 2.

The Named Authors’ rights
3.1 IOP grants the Named Authors the rights specified in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3. All such rights must
be exercised solely for non-commercial purposes. Where possible, any use should display citation
information and IOP’s copyright notice, and, for electronic use, best efforts must be made to include a
link to the online abstract in the Journal.
Exercise of the rights in paragraph 3.2 may use the peer reviewed, edited, formatted and typeset
version of the Article including any tagging, indexing and other enhancements published by IOP and/or
its licensors (“Final Published Version”).
Exercise of the rights referred to in paragraph 3.3 must not use the Final Published Version and extend
only to the version of the Article accepted for publication including all changes made as a result of the
peer review process, and which may also include the addition to the article by IOP of a header, an
article ID, a cover sheet and/or an ‘Accepted Manuscript’ watermark, but excluding any other editing,
typesetting or other changes made by IOP and/or its licensors (the “Accepted Manuscript”) and must be
accompanied by the following statement of provenance:
'This is the Accepted Manuscript version of an article accepted for publication in Journal of Physics:
Condensed Matter.
IOP Publishing Ltd is not responsible for any errors or omissions in this version of the manuscript or any
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version derived from it. The Version of Record is available online at [insert DOI].'

3.2 The rights are:
3.2.1 To make copies of the Final Published Version of the Article (all or part) for teaching purposes;
3.2.2 To include the Final Published Version of the Article (all or part) in a research thesis or
dissertation provided it is not then published commercially;
3.2.3 To make oral presentation of the Final Published Version of the Article (all or part) and to include
a summary and/or highlights of it in papers distributed at such presentations or in conference
proceedings; and
3.2.4 To use original figures and text from the Final Published Version of the Article falling within the
quota outlined in and subject to the STM Permissions Guidelines (http://www.stmassoc.org/permissions-guidelines/) at the relevant time in force.
For the avoidance of doubt, the Named Authors retain all proprietary rights in the Article other than
copyright.
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3.3 Additional rights of the Named Authors are to:
3.3.1 Use the Accepted Manuscript (all or part) without modification in personal compilations of the
Named Authors’ own works (provided not created by a third party publisher); and
3.3.2 Include the Accepted Manuscript (all or part) on the Named Authors’ own Personal Website(s),
institutional website(s), repositories, Scientific Social Networks and third party websites provided that
this is fully in accordance with the Author Rights set out at the following url
legal.ioppublishing.org/author-rights on the date of submission of the agreement.
Miscellaneous
4. To the extent that there are moral rights in the Article, all the Named Authors expressly reserve and
assert their moral rights to be identified as the authors of the Article.
5. The Named Authors and/or the Copyright Owner shall execute such further documents, and take
such actions and do such things, as may be requested by IOP at IOP’s reasonable expense to give full
effect to the terms of the agreement.
6. For the avoidance of doubt, the grants and assignment envisaged herein shall become effective only
upon acceptance of the Article for publication. In the event that the Article is withdrawn prior to
acceptance, or is rejected, this agreement shall have no effect and no party shall be bound by it.
7. The agreement shall be governed by English Law and subject to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
English courts.
Confirmation
8. By selecting to publish on a subscription basis, the Submitting Author is responsible for ensuring
that, where relevant all Named Authors, who are affiliated to a university/institution which has an open
access policy which is incompatible with IOP’s green open access policy, obtain a waiver for the Article
from their institution or university’s open access policy and retain such waiver as evidence of
compliance. These Named Authors agree that they shall obtain such waivers and provide them to IOP
promptly on request.
9. By typing the Submitting Author’s name into the box at Part 3 below and clicking “Submit”, the
Named Authors agree to these terms. The Authorised Signatories of any third party Copyright Owner(s)
and/or the Submitting Author agree, on behalf of such Copyright Owner(s), to these terms by typing
the Copyright Owner’s name into the “Copyright Owner” box at the top of the page.
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Part 2 - Publication on a Gold Open Access basis
1.1 In consideration for acceptance and publication of the Article, the Named Authors of the Article
and/or the Copyright Owner hereby assign, where necessary by present assignment of future copyright,
to IOP with full title guarantee the entire copyright in all original material published as part of the Article
(which expression includes but is not limited to the text, abstract, tables, figures and graphs, related
corrigenda or “comments” and multimedia content but excludes any other item referred to as
supplementary material and/or any video abstract) throughout the world for the full term of copyright
(including any extensions or renewals thereof) for all media and formats, whether known or unknown.
Such assignment shall be effective only if the Article (or any resubmission of the Article) is accepted for
publication. For the avoidance of doubt, copyright does not subsist in any fundamental data underlying
the Article and nothing in the agreement is intended to limit access to or use of such data.
1.2 If the Article, or any part of it, is protected by Crown copyright, in consideration for acceptance and
publication of the Article, the relevant Named Authors and/or the relevant originating department or
agency hereby grant IOP a non-exclusive royalty-free worldwide licence for the full term of copyright
(including any extensions or renewals thereof) for all media and formats, whether known or unknown,
to do in relation to the Article all acts restricted by copyright worldwide.
1.3 If all the Named Authors are employees of the US Government, they represent and warrant to IOP
that the Article was prepared as part of their official duties. In such circumstances, or where the Article
was created as part of a work for hire, none of the original content within the Article is subject to
copyright protection as it is in the public domain.
1.4 In consideration for acceptance and publication of the Article, the Named Authors and/or the
Copyright Owner hereby grant IOP a royalty-free non-exclusive worldwide freely transferrable licence
for the full term of copyright (including any extensions or renewals thereof) to do in relation to any
supplementary material not deemed to be part of the Article and/or any video abstract all acts
restricted by copyright worldwide. This shall include, but not be limited to, making the material
available under any licence that IOP deems appropriate for purposes including, but not limited to, the
maximisation of visibility and the long term preservation of the content.
1.5 Each of the Named Authors consents to all publication and processing of their personal data by IOP,
as that data is displayed on the Article, including, but not limited to, the names and email addresses of
the Named Authors. Accordingly, the Named Authors shall not object on data protection grounds to the
use of their personal data on the Article wherever IOP chooses to display it, whether itself or via a third
party.
1.6 Each of the Named Authors and, where relevant, the Copyright Owner consents to the publication of
the Article under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported licence (CC BY 3.0)
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) or any successor to that licence.

Representations and warranties
2.1 The Copyright Owner and/or the Submitting Author, on behalf of the Named Authors (as
appropriate) represent and warrant that:
2.1.1 the Article is the original work of the Named Authors;
2.1.2 the Article has not been published previously in any form, other than in accordance with our
Preprint pre-publication policy;
2.1.3 each of the Named Authors has made a material contribution to the conception and/or writing of
the Article, has received the final version of the Article, has agreed to its submission on the terms
contained herein and takes responsibility for it and submission has been approved as necessary by the
authorities at the establishment where the research was carried out;
2.1.4 the Submitting Author completes and returns the agreement as authorised agent for and on
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behalf of all the Named Authors and Copyright Owner (as applicable) and has the full power to enter
into the agreement and to make the grants and assignments it contains;
2.1.5 the Article has not been and shall not be submitted to another publisher prior to withdrawal or
rejection by IOP;
2.1.6 the Article does not infringe any third party rights, it contains nothing libellous or unlawful, all
factual statements are to the best of the Named Authors’ knowledge true or based on valid research
conducted according to accepted norms and all required permissions have been obtained in writing;
2.1.7 the Article explicitly acknowledges any third party funding and/or potential conflicts of interest;
and
2.1.8 any supplementary material or video abstract is the original work of the Named Authors, or is the
property of the Copyright Owner, or permission has been obtained from its owner(s) for its publication
by IOP and permission has been obtained for the inclusion of any third party content.
2.2 The Named Authors and/or the Copyright Owner indemnify and will keep indemnified IOP against all
costs and expenses suffered or incurred by IOP as a result of and/or arising out of any breach of the
representations and/or warranties in this section 2.
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The Named Authors’ rights
3.1 The Named Authors and all third parties will have the rights to use the Article as described in the
licence applied to the Article pursuant to paragraph 1.6, above, which shall include the right to copy,
distribute and display the published version of the Article and create derivative works, subject to
appropriate attribution.
3.2 Where the Article is used in accordance with paragraph 3.1 above, the following attribution shall be
included subject to any additional terms of the licence under which the Article was published:
Article title
Named Author(s)
DOI
Journal citation
Name of the licence with a link to that licence
Indication if any changes were made
Miscellaneous
4. To the extent that there are moral rights in the Article, all the Named Authors expressly reserve and
assert their moral rights to be identified as the authors of the Article.
5. The Named Authors and/or the Copyright Owner shall execute such further documents, and take
such actions and do such things, as may be requested by IOP at IOP’s reasonable expense to give full
effect to the terms of the agreement.
6. For the avoidance of doubt, the grants and assignment envisaged herein shall become effective only
upon acceptance of the Article for publication. In the event that the Article is withdrawn prior to
acceptance, or is rejected, the agreement shall have no effect and no party shall be bound by it.
7. The agreement shall be governed by English Law and subject to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
English courts.
Confirmation
8. By selecting to publish Gold Open Access, the Submitting Author is responsible for ensuring that the
Article Publication Charge of the Journal is paid in full to IOP, pursuant to IOP’s payment terms, unless
otherwise agreed in writing with IOP.
9. By typing the Submitting Author’s name into the box at Part 3 below and clicking “Submit”, the
Named Authors agree to all these terms. Authorised Signatories of any third party Copyright Owner(s)
and/or the Submitting Author agree, on behalf of such Copyright Owner(s), to these terms by typing
the Copyright Owner’s name into the “Copyright Owner” box at the top of the page.

Part 3 – Confirmation and Execution
Please tick the appropriate boxes in section A, section B and section C below.

Section A - Please tick one of the boxes below to confirm how you would like the Article
published (if it is accepted):
Subscription – Part 1 Applies

Section B - Please tick one of the boxes below to confirm the following:
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For Subscription. Please tick this box to confirm that each Named Author, who is affiliated to a
university/institution which has an open access policy which is incompatible with IOP’s green open
access policy, has obtained a waiver for the Article from their institution or university’s open access
policy. For more information refer to this page.

Section C - Please ALSO tick one of the boxes below to confirm the basis upon which you
are granting IOP the right to publish the article (if it is accepted):
Standard transfer of copyright (assignment) – please select this box unless one of the exceptions
below applies to the Article.

Type your name here:
Kevin
(the “Submitting Author”)
Waters
Date:
02-Feb-2018

By clicking “Submit” and typing your name above, you shall be assumed to have read and understood
all of the terms and conditions of the relevant part of the agreement and you will be agreeing to all of
the terms and conditions and assignment (as the case may be) detailed above.
LAST UPDATED September 2017
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